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Abstract 

 

This thesis shows a real case application where different wavelet scenarios, extracted under different 

parameterization assumptions, were considered in stochastic acoustic inversion. The inverted acoustic 

impedance models, retrieved from these different wavelets, were compared in order to assess the 

impact of wavelet extraction method and parameterization in the exploration of the uncertainty space 

globally and locally around the well locations by computing statistical measurements. Additionally, 

multidimensional scaling (MDS) was used as a statistical tool to quantify the differences from the 

resulting acoustic impedance models, reproduced under the different wavelet scenarios.  

Stochastic inversion methodology together with MDS prove to be a powerful tool to assess and quantify 

the uncertainties associated to generated  models, under different wavelet scenarios with different 

uncertainties associated, helping understand how the real parameters space are being explored.  

When used unreliable wavelets, in particular for the extracted using the Constant Phase method, the 

generated synthetic data struggled to reproduce the recorded seismic data, resulting in high uncertain 

models, impairing the ability to explore the real model parameter space. In the MDS plot, best-fit acoustic 

impedance models that result from wavelets extracted using Roy White method are more similar and 

with lower uncertainties, even if considered an unreliable wavelet scenario. The previous methods of 

extraction use well logs in addition to seismic data. Statistical wavelets, estimated base on seismic data, 

generate best-fit models that are reflecting a mean behavior of real parameter’s characteristics. 

 

KEYWORDS: Stochastic seismic inversion, geostatistical seismic inversion, uncertainty assessment, 

wavelet uncertainty, quantify uncertainties, wavelet extraction. 
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Sumário  

 

Esta tese teve como base um conjunto de dados reais, para o qual diferentes wavelets foram estimadas 

e posteriormente consideradas durante o processo de inversão estocástica, para a geração de modelos 

de impedância acústica. Os modelos resultantes foram comparados com o objetivo de se avaliar o 

impacto dos diferentes métodos e parametrizações adotados durante o processo de extração de 

wavelets representativas do conjunto de dados, na exploração das incertezas espaciais através do 

cálculo de medidas estatísticas. Adicionalmente, foi utilizada a ferramenta estatística denominada 

“multidimensional scaling” – MDS de forma a se analisarem e quantificarem as incertezas dos modelos 

resultantes. 

A aplicação da metodologia de inversão estocástica em conjunto com a MDS, provou ser uma 

ferramenta importante para avaliar e quantificar as incertezas associadas aos modelos de impedância 

acústica gerados considerando-se diferentes cenários de wavelets no processo de inversão 

estocástica.  

Wavelts pouco fidedignas, em particular para as extraídas usando-se o método de Fase Constante, 

geram dados sintéticos que têm dificuldades em reproduzir os dados sísmicos originais, resultando em 

baixos coeficientes de correlação globais e locais dos modelos de impedância e com maiores incertezas 

associadas, condicionando a exploração espacial dos parâmetros do modelo real. Nos gráficos MDS, 

os modelos de melhor ajuste, resultantes das wavelets extraídas pelo método de Roy White, 

encontram-se concentrados na área de agrupamento e com menores incertezas, ainda que 

consideradas wavelets pouco adequadas. Os métodos de extração anteriores usam os perfis dos poços 

e dados sísmicos. Relativamente as wavelets estatísticas, estimadas somente pelos dados sísmicos, 

geram modelos que refletem um carácter médio das características dos parâmetros do modelo real. 

 

Palavras-chave: Inversão sísmica estocástica, inversão sísmica geoestatística, avaliação das 

incertezas, quantificação das incertezas, incertezas associadas as wavelets, extração de wavelets. 
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1. Introduction   

 

1.1. Scope of the work 

The traditional use of seismic data in exploration and development is at the first stage for structural 

mapping, aiming the identification and evaluation of traps that could contain hydrocarbons and the 

expected volumes. Seismic amplitudes are interface-dependent but do not characterize direct layers 

and their rock properties, besides only geophysicists are able to understand the meaning of amplitude 

variation and their significance. It is important to transform this indirect information, about subsurface 

characteristics as stratigraphic relationships, lithological heterogeneities and fluid content type and their 

effects, into more comprehensive and understandable information for all involved in the exploration and 

development phases. 

Seismic data can be used, in a more advanced stage to infer reservoir rock properties, converting the 

interface seismic data into stratigraphic data by using different seismic inversion methodologies, which 

can then be directly compared with the drilling and logging data. By making use of rock-physics models, 

that relate the elastic properties to reservoir properties such as pore volume, fluid type, and reservoir 

connectivity, with direct impact in the economics of hydrocarbon reservoirs, can be estimated and lateral 

reservoir variation can be analyzed (Bosch et al., 2010). 

Uncertainty assessment is an important task for the decision making process (Dubrele, 2003) and a 

critical parameter influencing decisions is the heterogeneity of the subsurface medium. It is important to 

model all aspects of uncertainty related to this heterogeneities, defining which areas are more prone to 

risk.  

Both well and geophysical data have their own uncertainties associated to error measurements, 

processing and interpretation. In addition, the little spatial representation of direct data increase spatial 

uncertainty, meaning that various models with different spatial distributions of properties or layering 

structures can be generated and matching equally well the same data. Moreover, the processes that 

are used to infer the rock properties, as the inversion process itself, incur to uncertainties because their 

intrinsic characteristics such as non-linearity, ill conditioned with non-unique solutions (Tarantola, 2005 

and Bosch et al., 2010).  Another aspect to take into consideration is that the several data sources used 

are in different scales of variability and converting then to same scale has its consequences. 

Consequently, many sources of uncertainties are going to have a huge impact in all estimation process.  

With stochastic seismic inversion, it is possible not only to characterize the elastic behavior inside a 

certain area, but also to assess the uncertainties of the estimated rock properties (Dubrele, 2003 and 

Bosch et al., 2010) , helping in the decision-making during the exploration and production phases 

essential for reducing development and drilling risks with negative economic implications. With inverted 

models, it is possible to infer reservoir models properties with high resolution, extremely important for 
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thin reservoirs characterization, and with more geological meaning even in complex geological 

environment.  

In 2007, Soares et al., proposed an iterative geostatistical seismic inversion methodology based on a 

direct sequential simulation and co-simulation approaches. This methodology uses a global approach 

during the stochastic sequential simulation stage and for its implementation, it is not necessary to 

transform any variable used in the process. Areas of low signal-to-noise ratio remain poorly matched 

throughout this inversion procedure, being classified as high uncertain. This can be used to estimate  

acoustic impedance models,  by using global geostatistical acoustic inversion methodology – GSI 

(Soares et al., 2007), but also to more complex inversion process, as the inversion of elastic properties 

- GEI (Nunes et al., in 2012, geostatistical seismic AVA inversion (Azevedo et al., in 2013) and 

geostatistical seismic AVA inversion to Facies ( Azevedo & Soares  in 2017). 

Being the seismic wavelet the link between seismic data and rock properties of the subsurface (White, 

1996) it is extremely important to estimate and properly characterize the wavelet for a particular seismic 

dataset to derive reliable inversions products. They can be estimated deterministically, statistically by 

using only seismic data and using both seismic and well data (Russel, 1999). Parameters as wavelet 

length and seismic window size, must be carefully selected so resulting wavelets are statistically 

representative and reliable according to main target and inversion purpose (White, 1996, Russel, 1999 

& 2017 and Simm & Bacon, 2014).  

As wavelets are estimated based on available data it is possible to estimate their uncertainties. A wavelet 

can be estimated independently at each well or considering a set of wells, then they can be compared 

to obtain some estimation of the uncertainties attached to them. With that approach, it is not provided 

an estimation of how the wavelets vary spatially but rather an estimation of the uncertainties associated 

with the wavelets estimation (Thore, 2015).  

When used well data, attention should be given to imperfections that may occur due to well-seismic ties 

compromising the accuracy of inversion results. Different approaches used while estimating wavelets 

are going to result in wavelets with different uncertainties and these uncertainties are going to influence 

the inversion results. 

In particular, when considering GSI inversion methodology it is important to evaluate how this 

methodology is going to be sensitive to uncertainties associated to different wavelets scenarios, 

estimated under different assumptions with different phase errors, and how these uncertainties are going 

to be reflected in resulting acoustic impedance models.  By making use of multidimensional scaling 

(MDS) it is possible to evaluate how the retrieved inverse models, obtained by GSI process, converge 

toward the reality and explore the parameter model space (Azevedo et. al, 2014).  With the combined 

use of GSI inversion methodology and MDS it will be quantified the differences from the resulting 

acoustic impedance models, reproduced under different wavelet scenarios, assessing their impact in 

the exploration of real parameter model. 
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1.2. Objectives 

The objective of this work is first to compare and evaluate different wavelet extraction methodologies 

with different parametrization. Then, analyze the impact of using different selected wavelets scenarios 

with different ranges of uncertainties associated, in the geostatistical seismic inversion process with a 

global approach. Finally, in order to compare and identify any similarities that may occur in the resulting 

acoustic impedance models and understand how the wavelets uncertainties affect in the exploration of 

the model parameter space, it is going to be used the concept of distance by applying a statistical tool 

called multidimensional scale (MDS).   

To achieve these goals, a full stack seismic volume, in time, and a set of five wells, previously tied to 

seismic were used to perform GSI inversion under several pre-defined wavelet scenarios. These 

wavelets were estimated considering different methods as Statistical, Constant Phase and Roy White 

under different parametrizations. After running the inversion processes, the resulting acoustic 

impedance models were projected in the MDS space, where the distance between then is reflecting 

their similarities, helping understanding and quantifying the uncertainties that result from this process.  

 

1.3. Structure of this thesis 

After defining the scope of work, main objectives and selected methodologies to achieve main goals in 

Chapter 1, the theoretical background about seismic inversion and wavelet extraction is presented in 

Chapter 2.  

In Chapter 3 is described in detail the used inversion methodology and the statistical tool to quantify the 

uncertainty from the resulting models used under the scope of this thesis. The first part of this chapter 

is focussed in global geostatistical seismic inversion methodology.  The second part of this chapter deals 

with multidimensional scale, a statistical tool to quantify uncertainty assessed by GSI and presented, in 

summary form, the mathematical description of this tool. The final part of this chapter describes the 

workflow used to achieve the thesis goals. 

In Chapter 4, first is presented the geological context of study area and the description of the used data 

set to perform GSI. Results of both GSI and MDS are presented in Chapter 5. Here an exhaustive and 

critical analysis is made based on the achieved results and defined key concern related to the method 

selected to estimate wavelets and their impact in resulting GSI acoustic impedance models. In Chapter 

6, the final remarks are presented.  

Finally, in Chapter 7, the main conclusion of this thesis is presented, where it is identified the advantages 

and disadvantages of the approach used to achieve the objectives of this thesis, as well as 

recommendations for future works. 
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2. Theoretical background  

 

2.1. Seismic inversion  

The main idea of seismic inversion is to generate, from seismic reflection, elastic models of the 

subsurface geology. The properties may be acoustic and elastic impedances, which are defined as the 

product of the rock density with velocity of wave propagation, either longitudinal or transversal wave. 

With these impedances models it is possible to characterize different layers and infer their inherent rock 

properties such as lithology, porosity, net pay thickness, fluid and saturations (Bosch et al., 2010).  

Seismic inversion is a technique for creating a model of the Earth from recorded seismic data and can 

be considered as the opposite of the forward modelling (Russell, 1988) which involves creating a 

synthetic seismic section based on a model of the Earth, using a sonic log as a one-dimensional model, 

(Figure 1). For both procedures, the use of wavelets is necessary, since they link the seismic data and 

the geology. 

Geophysical inverse problems goal is to infer the physical properties of the subsurface geology from a 

set of indirect geophysical measurements, which have errors associated to different sources. A forward 

model (also referred as convolutional model) connects the observed data and the subsurface properties 

of interest. In particular, for the seismic inversion problem, it is know the Earth’s response, based on a 

limited set of indirect measurements and from that, it is inferred data about the model parameters giving 

rise to the problem solution (Tarantola 2005). 

 

Figure 1: Forward and Inverse modelling. Source: Adapt from Simm & Bacon, 2014. 
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The most basic and commonly used one-dimensional model for the seismic trace is referred to as the 

convolutional model, which states that the seismic trace s(t), is the convolution of the Earth's reflectivity 

r(t) with a seismic source function, the wavelet w(t),  with the addition of a noise component n(t), 

(Equation 1).  

A simpler assumption is to consider the noise component to be zero, and in this case, the seismic trace 

is simply the convolution of a seismic wavelet with the Earth’s reflectivity (Equation 2). 

𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑤(𝑡) ∗ 𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑛(𝑡)                                      (Equation 1) 

𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑤(𝑡) ∗ 𝑟(𝑡)                                                    (Equation 2) 

When considering only the propagation of the compressional waves and their velocity (𝑉𝑃), each 

reflection coefficient or reflectivity (𝑅𝐶) may be thought of as a response of the seismic wavelet to an 

acoustic impedance change between different layers, where layer 𝑖 overlays  𝑖 + 1  (equation 3).   

𝑅𝐶 =
𝑉𝑃𝑖+1𝜌𝑖+1− 𝑉𝑃𝑖𝜌𝑖

𝑉𝑃𝑖+1𝜌𝑖+1+ 𝑉𝑃𝑖𝜌𝑖
                                   (Equation 3) 

The product of compressional velocity (𝑉𝑃) and density (ρ) that characterize each individual layer defines 

acoustic impedance (Ip). 

When it is considered that the seismic ray is to strike the boundary at non-zero incidence angles, as in 

a common shot recording, there is P- to S-wave conversion and the reflection coefficient becomes a 

function of the P-wave velocity(𝑉𝑃), S-wave velocity(𝑉𝑆), and density of each of the layers (Russel, 

1988). The variation of amplitude with offset also involves another physical parameter called Poisson's 

ratio 𝜎, which is related to P-and S-wave velocity: 

𝜎 =  
( 
𝑉𝑝

𝑉𝑠⁄  )2−2

2[( 
𝑉𝑝

𝑉𝑠⁄  )2]−1
                          (Equation 4) 

In Figure 2, it is possible to analyze the different contributions of P-wave, S-wave and density in seismic 

amplitude considering different reflection angles (Francis, 2010). In the zero offset angle, there is 100% 

influence of P-wave in seismic amplitude, while S-wave contribution is zero.  

P-wave contribution reaches its minimum, around 60%, while S-wave contribution reaches maximum of 

30% in the far and ultra-far offsets (higher than 30º). The contribution of the density in seismic amplitude 

is almost zero in the near offsets, with an average value around 10% in more distant offsets. 
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Figure 2: AVO (Amplitude variation versus Offset) sensitivity. Source: Adapted from video published on December 

16th, 2010, presented by Ashley Francis. 

 

2.2. Deterministic and stochastic seismic inversion  

The inversion of seismic data for reservoir properties is not a simple task because of the measure 

uncertainty and modeling limitations (Taratola, 2005). These are associated to noise presence in the 

data, the forward-modelling simplifications needed to obtain solutions in a reasonable time, well-to-

seismic ties and depth-to-time conversion errors, the estimation of a representative wavelet, and 

relations between reservoir and elastic properties  (Bosch et al., 2010), making the transformation of 

seismic data to reservoir properties an inverse problem with a non-unique solution. 

The non-unique nature of seismic inversion is a critical aspect of it. Independently of the used 

methodology and assumptions to solve the seismic inverse problem, there are always uncertainties 

associated with the obtained elastic models that needs to be properly assessed (Bosch et al. 2010). 

The inversion of seismic data for elastic properties can be posed as a deterministic or as a stochastic 

problem (Francis, 2005; Bosch et al., 2010 and Simm & Bacon, 2014). 

Deterministic methods are based on error minimization between the forward convolution of the 

reflectivity from an estimated impedance profile and the seismic amplitudes at each trace location 

(Francis, 2005). They provide a single, local smooth estimate of the subsurface elastic properties with 

inaccurate assessment of uncertainty, it tends to exaggerate reservoir connectivity and underestimate 

reservoir volumes leading to biased estimate of volumes and connectivity (Francis, 2005 and Bosch et 

al., 2010). While, the  stochastic inversion methods provide multiple solutions, all conditioned to the 

seismic data and well observations, allowing better estimates of volumes and connectivity along with an 

appropriate and crucially important uncertainty assessment (Francis, 2005 and Bosch et al., 2010). 
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Whether deterministic or stochastic, seismic-inversion workflows require forward seismic modelling and 

most common approach has been based on the convolutional model (Bosch et al., 2010). 

There are available several deterministic algorithms for post-stack seismic inversion. The most 

commonly used are the sparse-spike and model-based methodologies (Bosch et al., 2010),  

summarized in Russell works (1988). The uncertainty assessment of deterministic solutions is limited, 

only being assessed by a linearization around the best-fit inverse solution, which is normally retrieved 

by least squares ( Azevedo & Soares, 2017). Due to this limitation, these methodologies are not suitable 

for highly nonlinear inverse problems such as pre-stack seismic inversion and complex geological 

environments (Tarantola, 2005). Besides, in areas where the geology is layered on a scale less than 

about 1/4 of the seismic wavelength the resulting  of deterministic inversion is likely to be inappropriate 

for quantitative interpretation (Simm & Bacon, 2014). 

Unlike deterministic inversion, stochastic inversion provides multiple realizations of the subsurface 

elastic models, all conditioned to the seismic data and well observations. Small-scale heterogeneities 

at subsurface are better characterized. This stochastic inversion characteristic is extremely important 

for thin reservoir characterization and net pay estimation, which is related to the thickness of the 

reservoir and is a fundamental input for oil volume calculation inside the reservoir. Additionally, there is 

a main benefit of the stochastic approach in inversion related to uncertainty assessment, with a huge 

impact in decision-making. When compared with deterministic inverse methodologies, the stochastic 

approach is normally much more computationally expensive (Bosch et al., 2010) but with benefits that 

justify its implementation required situations. 

Bandwidth of seismic data controls middle frequency.  When compared the bandwidth of inverted 

models from the deterministic inversion and stochastic inversion it is observed lack of high frequency 

content in the deterministic models (Figure 3).  High temporal frequencies are not directly inverted from 

the seismic data since they are not part of the recorded seismic data due to its band-limited nature. In 

the stochastic inverted models these higher frequency are controlled by the vertical variogram model 

based on the well log data and are imposed during all stochastic simulation (Dubrule, 2003). While low-

frequency model (LFM) that is used as constraining data for both inversion procedures is created by the 

interpolation of well-log data of the properties of interest, after filtered for the frequencies of interest 

(normally between 0 and 10 Hz). Normally, this interpolation is constrained by any available interpreted 

horizon (top and/or base reservoir) and in order to constrain the interpolation, it is usual to have a 

processing velocity model as a trend, using kriging with trend, for example (Dubrule, 2003). In summary, 

for the stochastic inversion process beside the statistical layers constraints (mean and standard 

deviation) and seismic data, that control low and middle frequencies, respectively, variogram models 

(spatial continuity models) imposed in this inversion process control high frequencies improving the 

vertical resolution of the resulting models.  
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the comparison between the bandwidth extension of inverted models from 

deterministic and stochastic solutions. Adapted from Dubrule, 2003. 

 

As previously mentioned, the stochastic inversion procedure had the benefit of helping the uncertainty 

assessment.  According to Dubrule (2003), all uncertainties calculations must support decisions. It helps 

to estimate risk better and avoid situations, during exploration and development phases, that may have 

negative implications. Besides, subsurface-property estimation is a process that integrates different 

sourced information’s with their inherent uncertainties. These can be geologic uncertainties, data 

uncertainties, uncertainties in rock-physics models and associated with the inversion procedure itself   

(Avseth et al. 2016). Estimating the value of additional information requires quantitative assessment of 

uncertainty (Bosch et al., 2010).  

In the particular case of seismic inversion problems, they are nonlinear, ill-conditioned and with a non-

unique solution due to it intrinsic limitations (Tarantola, 2005 and Bosch et al., 2010). These limitations 

are mainly due to the limited bandwidth and resolution of the seismic reflection data, noise, 

measurement errors, numerical approximations, physical assumptions about the involved forward 

models, uncertainties in well-to-seismic ties and depth-to-time conversion, in estimating a representative 

wavelet, and in the links between reservoir and elastic properties.  

Two different stochastic approaches can be used to solve the seismic inversion problems (Bosch et al., 

2010 and Azevedo & Soares, 2017): 

i. The linearized Bayesian inversion, based on a particular solution of the inverse problem under 

the Bayesian framework and assuming the parameters and observations to be multi-Gaussian 

distributed as well as the data error, allowing the forward model to be linearized.  

ii. The iterative geostatistical seismic inversion method that approaches the seismic inversion as 

an optimization problem in an iterative and convergent process. 

In Figure 4, it is presented a general stochastic inversion workflow, where seismic data, interpreted 

surfaces, well log data and a priori geological model knowledge are the main input data, whereas the 
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interpretation processes are composed by stratigraphic grid creation, wavelet estimation, variogram 

models (horizontal and vertical) and statistical layers constrains.  

 

Figure 4: Stochastic inversion general workflow. Input data and a priori geological model knowledge are in blue 

squares, whereas interpretation processes are in grey. Source:  Adapted from Dubrule (2003).   

 

2.3. The linearized Bayesian inversion  

Any inversion problem can be posed as a Bayesian inference problem, it means, update the prior 

knowledge while accounting for new observations (Bosch et al., 2010) and can be expressed in the next 

equation: 

𝜎𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑚) =  𝑐𝜌𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟(𝑚)𝜌𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑑𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑔(𝑚))                   (Equation 5) 

where 𝜎𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑚) is the posterior probability density and 𝜌𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟(𝑚) is the a priori probability density. The 

value 𝜌𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑑𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑔(𝑚)) is the data-likelihood function and it depends on the observations 𝑑𝑜𝑏𝑠 and 

their uncertainties, while 𝑔 is the forward-modeling operator that maps the models space into data space 

and the modeling uncertainties, 𝑚 specifies the Earth model parameter configuration and  𝑐 is a constant 

for normalizing the posterior probability density. Equation 5 accepts different types of solution 

approaches (Bosch et al., 2010) one type of solution is known as linearized Bayesian inversion and this 

has the benefit of assessing the marginal posterior probability density function and not just the maximum 

probability. The presented Bayesian formulation can be very difficult to solve in a closed analytical form 

and under appropriate assumptions leads to particular types of problems (Bosch et al., 2010). 

The linearized Bayesian inversion assumes the linearization of the forward operator and that 

observations and data error are multi-Gaussian distributed, allowing the model to be linearized. The 

posterior distribution is obtained analytically, being also multi-Gaussian. They ensure the propagation 

of the uncertainty from the prior probability distributions estimated from the experimental data, to the 

probability distributions of the model parameters space.  

Bayesian inversion methodologies have limitations, where the first and main one is related to the multi-

Gaussian assumption between all parameters and the observed data and the second limitation is the 

temporal resolution of the resulting inverse models, which is limited to the resolution of the seismic data 
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(Azevedo & Soares, 2017). The previous restrictions may be overcome by using inversion based in the 

second stochastic approach, the iterative geostatistical seismic inversion method, that are able to 

account for non-Gaussian and non-linearization of the forward operator by using iterative procedures 

based on stochastic sequential simulation algorithms. 

 

2.4. Iterative geostatistical seismic inversion  

In this iterative process, a set of realizations of the analysed parameter are generated by stochastic 

sequential simulation methods and optimized until the match of the objective function reaches a given 

defined value.    

The first proposed geostatistical seismic inversion methodology was based on a sequential trace-by-

trace approach (Bortoli et al., 1993). This algorithm allows an iterative adjustment of the convolved 

simulated vertical section to the original seismic data. As compared to methods integrating seismic data 

as prior conditioning data, this approach does not require a prior probabilistic calibration. The only 

requirement consists in determining a wavelet such that synthetic and original recorded seismic traces 

match at well locations. In this algorithm, each seismic trace is visited individually following a pre-defined 

random path within the seismic volume. A set of realizations of one acoustic impedance trace is 

simulated using sequential Gaussian simulation (SGS). From each equi-probable realization, a synthetic 

seismic trace is derived and the one that best matches the original recorded seismic data indicates the 

most realistic image (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Schematic representation of geostatistical seismic inversion methodology based in a sequential trace-by-

trace approach. Sequential Gaussian simulation (SGS) algorithm used to generate acoustic impedance traces. 

Source: Adapted from (Bortoli et al., 1993). 
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This trace-by trace optimization became the main limitation of this method due to its inability to 

distinguish between signal and noise (Azevedo & Soares, 2017) since in areas of poor seismic signal 

this approach imposes the inverted models fitting to original noisy seismic reflection data.  

The previous presented stochastic inversion approaches are based on the multi-Gaussian formalism.  

In 2001, Soares, proposed the use of direct sequential simulation (DSS), with the advantage of 

reproducing the variogram model and histogram of the continuous variable, without any transformation 

of the original variable.  

In 2007, Soares et al., proposed an iterative geostatistical seismic inversion methodology based on a 

direct sequential simulation (DSS) and co-simulation approaches. In contrary to trace-by-trace 

approaches, this methodology uses a global approach during the stochastic sequential simulation stage 

and areas of low signal-to-noise ratio remain poorly matched throughout this inversion procedure. 

Consequently, best-fit inverted models will always present high variability or high uncertainty for those 

noisy areas where the signal-to-noise ratio is low. Noisy seismic data is considered as high uncertainty 

with low influence throughout the inversion process, resulting in models that are more consistent. 

The global geostatistical seismic inversion methodology (Soares et al., 2007) is an iterative inverse 

method based on the principle of crossover genetic algorithms as global optimization technique, while 

the model perturbation towards the objective function is performed using direct sequential simulation 

(DSS) and co-simulation (Figure 6).  

By using this iterative  methodology, it is possible to reproduce the main spatial continuity patterns of 

elastic and acoustic properties, and petrophysical properties models and to assess the uncertainty 

attached to those models (Soares et al., 2007 and Azevedo & Soares, 2017). 

 

Figure 6: General outline for iterative geostatistical seismic inversion methodologies with a global approach. Source: 

Azevedo & Soares, 2017. 
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The general steps of iterative geostatistical seismic inversion methodologies, with a global approach 

(Soares et al., 2007) are:  

i. At each iteration, a set of N impedance models of the entire reservoir grid are generated 

considering DSS. Then, the reflection coefficients (RC) are obtained and convolved with a 

representative estimated seismic wavelet; 

ii. To follow the sequential procedure of the genetic algorithms optimization to converge the 

transformed models towards an objective function, the global and local correlation coefficients 

between the synthetic traces and the real seismic traces are obtained. Local correlation 

coefficients of different simulated models are used as the similarity criteria between real and 

synthetic inverted seismic reflection data to create the next generation of impedance models.  

iii. The iterative procedure continues until the global correlation between real and inverted seismic 

reflection data reach a certain criteria value. Usually, the global correlation value tends to 

stabilize or converge to a certain value as it is increased the number of iterations and 

simulations. 

For reservoir characterization, it is important to make decisions based on reliable and highly detailed 

subsurface Earth models. These models should be geologically realistic, incorporating small-scale 

variability, and able to reproduce the extreme values of the experimental data.  The reproduction of the 

main geological, petrophysical and rock physics aspects of the reality are very important in the inverted 

elastic models, since they are fundamental for reserve calculations and fluid flow simulations (Francis, 

2005 and Bosch et al., 2010).  

To perform geostatistical seismic inversion the input seismic data is going to depend on the available 

data and the main purpose to perform the inversion (exploratory or development phases). It can be a 

full stack, partial stack and pre-stack seismic data. Depending on that, different iterative geostatistical 

seismic inversion methodologies with a global approach are available: 

i. Global Geostatistical Acoustic Inversion – GSI (Soares et al., 2007) allows the inversion of post-

stack seismic reflection data for acoustic impedance;  

ii. Global Geostatistical Elastic Inversion – GEI (Nunes et al., 2012) it is an extension of GSI and 

allows the inversion of n partial angle stacks directly and simultaneously for acoustic and elastic 

impedance models; 

iii. Geostatistical seismic AVA inversion (Azevedo et al., 2013), using pre-stack seismic reflection 

data and allowing the inference of density, P-wave and S-wave velocity models, instead of the 

traditional acoustic and/or impedance models; 

iv. Geostatistical seismic AVA inversion directly to facies (Azevedo & Soares, 2017). 

It is important to highlight that as the amount of output models increased, it is possible to better 

distinguish between litho-fluid facies and to calculate the intrinsic properties of the subsurface geology 

such as dynamic moduli (Avseth et al., 2005).  
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2.5. Importance of wavelet for the inversion process 

Before applying any geological thought to the inversion products, it is necessary to assess as best as 

possible the usefulness of the inversion. There are a number of different issues in this process related 

to wavelet estimation and the low-frequency component  that need to be considered (Simm & Bacon, 

2014).  

As previously referred, seismic inversion is a technique that has the main goal of generate one or a set 

of models that characterize the subsurface, based on the recorded seismic data. For this procedure, it 

is necessary to use wavelets, which are an important link between seismic data and stratigraphy as well 

as rock properties of the subsurface and a concern element in any inversion process. Consequently, 

estimating and using the most adequate wavelet is essential for deriving reliable inversions products.  

In the frequency domain, the wavelet extraction problem consists of two parts: to determine the 

amplitude and phase spectrums, where the last describes the relative shift of the waveform at each 

frequency. The knowledge of the wavelet character and phase is important since any phase ambiguities 

might result in incorrect positioning of low and high impedance. In Figure 7, is an example of how 

wavelets with different phases are affecting position of where impedance contrasts take place. 

 

Figure 7: Effect of error in wavelet phase on an inversion result; a) seismic response, b) zero phase wavelet, c) 

+45° degree wavelet, d) resulting impedance, red curve assumes the wavelet in b) and blue curve assumes the 

wavelet in (c). Impedance of the upper layer is kept constant between the two solutions.  Source: adapt from Simm 

& Bacon (2014). 

 

The accuracy to which wavelet phase needs to be known will vary depending on the data and what the 

inversion result will be used for, in general an accuracy of 30° or better is needed (Simm & Bacon, 2014). 
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According to White (1996), the phase error that can be tolerated in estimating the seismic wavelet should 

be: 

i. lower than 30° for simple well to-seismic correlation;  

ii. lower than 20º for AVO modelling;  

iii. lower than 15° for zero-phasing or production of relative acoustic impedance sections and; 

iv. lower than 10º at least for more demanding inversions, such as inversion to absolute 

impedance.  

A wavelet can change as it travels across the subsurface due to: near surface effects, frequency-

dependent absorption, inter-bed multiples, normal moveout (NMO) stretch and processing artifacts 

(errors created after recording).  

When several wavelets are available from different well ties, they can be averaged providing their 

amplitude and phase characteristics Russell (1999). Wavelet averaging would not be the most 

appropriate procedure if the wavelet varies systematically either laterally or with depth (Simm & Bacon, 

2014). 

A wavelet can be estimated independently at each well or considering a set of wells, then they can be 

compared to obtain some estimation of the uncertainties attached to them. With that approach, an 

estimation of how the wavelets vary spatially is not provided, but rather an estimation of the uncertainties 

associated with the wavelets estimation (Thore, 2015). 

 

2.6.  Wavelet extraction theory  

The link between seismic data and rock properties of the subsurface are seismic wavelets (White, 1996). 

The accuracy and reliability of its estimation is going to affect directly on the quality of the resulting 

inversion models.   

Wavelet extraction is a process that consist in determining, from the seismic reflection data, one 

representative function of the source signature, characterized by a pulse with a relative short time 

duration. This process consist in determine the amplitude, frequency and phase that best characterized 

the source. 

Seismic traces are composed of energy that has a range of frequencies. Mathematical methods of 

Fourier analysis allow the decomposition of the signal into their sinusoidal wave component, which in 

general have an amplitude and phase that vary with the frequency of the component. In Figure 8, is 

shown an example of a seismic wavelet, which can be formed by adding together an infinite set of sine 

waves with the correct relative amplitude and phase.  

The amplitude spectrum shows how the amplitude of the constituent sine waves varies with frequency, 

while the bandwidth of the wavelet is usually described as the range of frequencies above a given 
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amplitude threshold ( Figure 8c) and is calculated from the seismic trace using a Fourier transform over 

a given seismic window.  

In addition to amplitude spectrum, it is important to define the shape of the wavelet uniquely by its 

relative shift of the sine wave at each frequency in relation to a reference point, i.e. the phase (Figure 

9a).  

Over a limited frequency range, the phase spectrum can be approximated by a straight line, where the 

intercept of this line is the constant phase rotation (Figure 9b) that better characterizes this particular 

wavelet, while slope of this line measures the time shift of the wavelet. (Russell, 2017). 

 

Figure 8: Elements of seismic wavelets. (a) Sinusoidal frequency components, (b) phase spectrum, (c) amplitude 

spectrum. Source: Adapted from  Simm & Bacon, 2014. 

 

 

Figure 9: (a) illustration of several waveforms, with the same frequency but different phase. Source: Adapted from 

Simm & Bacon, 2014. (b) Phase and time shift determination.  Source:  Adapted from Russell (2017). 

 

The interpretability of seismic data depends on three aspects of the wavelet (Simm  & White, 2003),  the 

degree to which the wavelet is symmetrical, the timing of the wavelet and the relative amplitudes of the 

main loop to the side lobes. 

The wavelet that shows frequency components that have a peak aligned at time zero and symmetrical 

is termed as zero phase, and they are a special case of a constant phase wavelet (Figure 8a). This type 

of wavelets are ideal for interpretation because they have a strong dominant central trough or peak at 

zero time. Isolated subsurface interface between layers of different impedance will be marked by a 

correctly registered trough or peak (depending on the sign of the impedance contrast and the polarity 

convention used) making it easier to relate the seismic trace to the subsurface layering, even in ‘thin-

layered’ situations with overlapping reflections. 
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Real sound sources such as explosives and airguns have typically minimum phase signatures. This 

type of wavelet has no energy before time zero and has a rapid build-up of energy. When seismic data 

is minimum phase it is not clear what response should be expected from a given interface. 

The Earth acts as a high cut filter modifying the seismic signals emitted on the surface as they cross the 

subsurface layers, affecting wavelet amplitude and phase spectrum. Both lithology and state of 

consolidation control the attenuation effects causing a reduction in amplitude at high frequencies more 

than at low frequencies, since at any given subsurface path there will be more cycles at a higher 

frequency than at a lower one.  Attenuation is parameterized by the quantity 𝑄, defined as the energy 

lost per cycle (Simm & Bacon, 2014):  

𝑄 = 2𝜋/𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛    Equation 6 

Dispersion of seismic wave is also a consequence of the attenuation effect, causing phase spectrum 

changes that are depend on travelled distance. For a 𝑄 value greater than about 10, velocity should 

vary with frequency according to: 

   
(𝐶2−𝐶1)

𝐶1
=
𝑙𝑛(
𝑓2
𝑓1
⁄ )

𝜋𝑄
                                          Equation 7 

where 𝐶1is the velocity at frequency 𝑓1 and 𝐶2is the velocity at frequency 𝑓2. 

Low values of 𝑄 will give greater phase rotation for a given sediment thickness than higher values of 𝑄. 

The presence of gas in a sandstone can give rise to anomalously low 𝑄 (high absorption), particularly 

at intermediate saturations. Typical attenuation values for sedimentary rocks are between 20 to 200 and 

for rocks with gas in pore space attenuation range from 5-50. 

 

Figure 10: Modelled effect of absorption on wavelet shape over a 1.3 s zone. Source: (Simm & Bacon, 2014). 

 

In addition to Earth filter effects, different processing steps can also change wavelet shape and timing. 

When extracting a wavelet, two parameters need to be properly defined, the wavelet length (L) and 

seismic segment or seismic window (T), (Figure 11). In order to match measures, such as the cross 

correlation, to be statistically meaningful L and T need to satisfy the following relations (White, 1996) 

and (Simm & Bacon, 2014):  
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i. bT, the spectral smoothing factor, needs to be higher than 6; b is the analysis bandwidth and is 

related to L by b = constant / L this constant is 3.408. 

ii. b/B should between 0.25 and 0.5; where B is the statistical bandwidth estimated from the data. 

 

Figure 11: a) seismic window size defined for wavelet extraction (T) also defined as seismic segment; blue and 

green lines are referred to target interval. b) Wavelet length (L).  

 

According to literature (Simm & Bacon, 2014)  the most adequate seismic window size should be around 

500ms, since for larger windows the stationarity assumption concerning to phase may be invalid and 

phase rotation with depth could adversely affect the results, while for shorter seismic windows, there is 

a higher chance of a statistically valid tie to be reduced. Related to wavelet length (L), long wavelets are 

over-fitted to the data incorporating more noise, whereas the short wavelets are over smoothed. 

Wavelets can and do change from trace to trace and as a function of travel-time. A large set of wavelets 

for each seismic section should be determined, but in practice, trying to determine variable wavelets 

can introduce more uncertainty. A practical and useful solution is to extract a single representative 

wavelet for the entire section, (Russel, 1999).  

Seismic character is very important while analyzing the phase ambiguity, additionally high bandwidth 

data and good signal/noise are essential. When seismic data show a characteristic behavior, with the 

presence of strong reflections there is often little ambiguity about the phase of the data, while low 

bandwidth and monotonous seismic character have significant phase ambiguity. This phase ambiguity 

means that data can be tied equally well with wavelets that have different phase and timing, and here 

the main problem is related to cyclical geology (Simm & Bacon, 2014).  

Wavelet extraction methods can be categorized in three different groups (Russell, 1999): 

i. Purely deterministic: measuring the wavelet directly using surface receivers and other means; 
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ii. Purely statistical: where is determined the wavelet using only seismic data. This procedure tend 

to struggle while determining the phase spectrum. 

iii. Using well log data additionally to the seismic data. This approach could provide the exact phase 

information at the well location. It has the limitation of depending on the quality between the tie 

of log and seismic.  

The quality of well tie is highly dependent of the quality of seismic, log data, and near-vertical wells. 

Additionally, there are geologic factors that can condition the quality of ties as  the structural complexity, 

rapid lateral variations in velocity or reflectivity, seriously unconformable dips within the match gate, and 

finely layered sequences having severe impedance fluctuations (White & Hu, 1998).  

When well data is considered, it is possible to determine both the full amplitude and phase spectrum of 

the wavelet, using the full wavelet method, or to use the log only to determine a constant phase of the 

wavelets in combination with the statistical procedure, a hybrid approach, using constant phase method. 

Additionally, the Roy White method can be used to estimate the wavelet by correlating the well log and 

seismic data ( White, 1996; White, & Hu, 1998 and White & Simm, 2003) and at same time diagnostic 

parameters are obtained, allowing to estimate the reliability of the wavelet by assessing the phase error. 

The increasing application of 3D seismic for reservoir characterization and management has 

emphasized the importance of seismic-to-well ties and consequently the accuracy of well ties. According 

to White (1996) well-tie accuracy report, it is essential when trying to quantify uncertainty in seismic 

lithological interpretation.  When well data is used and to guarantee that a reliable extraction is done, 

the quality of the log data has to be good and the time–depth conversion has to be accurate, otherwise 

assumptions about wavelet phase are more susceptible to errors. Estimation about phase uncertainty 

can be derived from an analysis of the phase variation with frequency and the estimated standard errors 

(Simm & Bacon, 2014). 

In general, the most accurate synthetic seismogram is not the one that displays the smallest errors of fit 

to the trace but the one that best estimates the noise on the trace (Walden & White, 1984). If the match 

is confined to a short interval of interest or if the seismic reflection wavelet is allowed to be excessively 

long, there is a considerable danger of forcing a spurious fit that treats the noise on the trace as part of 

the seismic reflection signal instead of making a genuine match with the signal itself.  

According to White (1996) there are several steps that should be taken in consideration in the process 

of wavelet estimating by matching a well log synthetic seismogram to seismic data, and they are: 

i. edit and calibrate the sonic and density logs; 

ii. review and assess the seismic data; 

iii. construct the well log synthetic sequences; 

iv. run pilot analyses of the well tie and; 

v. estimate the wavelet, with diagnostic checks on its accuracy. 
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The procedure to estimate a representative wavelet using the previous methods and the conceptual 

basis of each one is presented in detail in Russel, 1999 and 2017,  and are going to be briefly  

summarised next . 

 

2.6.1. Statistical method 

This method estimates the wavelet from the seismic data alone and the amplitude spectrum of the 

wavelet is determined from the autocorrelation of the seismic trace. Nevertheless, by taking 

autocorrelation, all the phase information is lost, meaning that a minimum or constant phase has to be 

provided.  

The wavelet length is a critical parameter in determining the effective smoothing that is performed on 

the trace amplitude spectrum, the shorter one produces a smoother amplitude spectrum and a less 

oscillatory time-domain wavelet.  As the wavelet length is increased, the wavelet spectrum approaches 

that of the data window. Accurate estimation can be still got even in the presence of noise (Cui & 

Margrave, 2011). 

 

2.6.2. Full wavelet method 

This method uses the log data to determine the full amplitude and phase spectrum of the wavelet. This 

method requires that for each trace analyzed, a density and sonic log is available. Because logs are 

only available at isolated points, missing logs are provided by extrapolation and interpolation allowing a 

range of traces to be used around the well location. At the same time the effects of the log correlation, 

such as stretching, are incorporated into the extrapolated logs that are used in wavelet extraction. An 

exact wavelet can be extracted without assumption about its amplitude or phase. Nevertheless, this 

method is very sensitive to the quality of seismic-to-well ties, in particular, timing or “stretch” error that 

can cause rapid degradation, characterized by loss of high frequency in the wavelet, distortion of the 

phase spectrum, and production of unrealistic side lobes.  

In this method, as the statistical one, larger seismic windows give estimations that are more accurate, 

while wavelet lengths do not affect the waveform and when in presence of noisy data, the resulting 

wavelets are characterized by unrealistic trembling compared to the noise-free scenario (Cui & 

Margrave, 2011). 

 

2.6.3. Constant phase method  

This is a hybrid method and uses the log data only to determine the constant phase. It uses the seismic 

data to determine the amplitude spectrum in the same way as the statistical method, then the reflectivity 
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is used to determine the phase by constraining the wavelet phase to an approximate constant, which is 

determined by solving for a least-squares shaping filter  with one degree of freedom.  

This procedure has been found to be the most robust in the presence of imperfect well ties. The effects 

of the seismic window and wavelet length are the same as the statistical method as they estimate the 

wavelet amplitude spectrum in the same manner.  

Reasonable estimations about constant-phase and time shift are obtained for both noise-free or noisy 

data and adequate estimation can be done for aligned and/or misaligned reflectivities (Cui & Margrave, 

2011); in the misaligned case it is detected the right time shift. 

 

2.6.4. Roy White method 

This is a frequency domain algorithm, which has automated procedures to ensure that the original 

recorded and synthetic seismogram are properly aligned and truncation effects are minimized (Walden 

& White, 1984 and White, 1996).  

This method estimates the wavelet by correlating the well log and seismic data and there are two steps  

involved (White, 1996) first, it is determined the best trace location to extract the wavelet using the well; 

and then given that tie location determine the optimal wavelet.  

Related to wavelet length the shorter ones can avoid trembling side lobes and when in presence of 

misaligned synthetic reflectivity with influence of noise, coherence function still works well, but the 

estimated wavelet is contaminated with noise (Cui & Margrave , 2011).  

The major benefit of the Roy White wavelet extraction algorithm is the generation of diagnostic 

parameters as the proportion of energy predicted (PEP), statistical seismic bandwidth (B) and expected 

root mean square error (RMSE) , allowing to estimate the reliability of wavelets by estimating their phase 

error (Walden & White, 1984 and White, 1996). With these parameters is also possible to compare the 

wavelets based on both amplitude and phase spectra.  

PEP is the measure of predictability or goodness-of-fit, expressed by:  

𝑃𝐸𝑃 = 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦−𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
=
|𝑠|2− |𝑠−𝑟∗𝑤|2

|𝑠|2
   (Equation 8) 

where, 𝑠 is the seismic trace,  𝑟 is the reflectivity and 𝑤 is the wavelet. The energy of a trace is the sum 

of the squares of the time segment and the residuals are the difference between a seismic trace and its 

matched synthetic.  

The PEP value is a number from zero (no match) to one (excellent match), which measures how well 

the calculated synthetic matches the recorded seismic trace. By itself, this is not a valid measure of the 

accuracy of the wavelet, since with a longer wavelet length it is always guaranteed to be improve the 
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PEP value, by modelling the noise in the seismic data. When accuracy is measured, the utility of well 

ties can be assessed relative to the accuracy required for inversion process (White, 1996). 

Expected root mean square error (RMSE) is a measure of accuracy instead of goodness-of-fit, 

expressed by: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≈
1

𝑏𝑇
(
1−𝑃𝐸𝑃

𝑃𝐸𝑃
)                              (Equation 9) 

where 𝑏𝑇 is the spectral smoothing factor. 

The RMSE value is an estimate of the expected error arising from noise propagating into the synthetic 

seismogram calculated with the extracted wavelet. Decreasing the wavelet length decreases the noise 

presence but it tends to distort the wavelet, causing a bias error. Without knowing the wavelet in 

advance, this bias error cannot be computed. This value can range from one (an inaccurate wavelet and 

large amplitude or phase errors) to zero (an accurate wavelet with small errors). Good well ties have 

PEP > 0.7 and RMSE < 0.1 (Simm & Bacon, 2014). 

The RMSE is related to the mean standard error (MSE) in phase across a seismic bandwidth B by: 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≅ √
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

2
 (𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠)                (Equation 10) 

The statistical seismic bandwidth (B), in Hz, is the effective seismic bandwidth, which is modelled by the 

seismic wavelet. The statistical bandwidth of a segment of signal of duration T samples is given by: 

𝐵 =  
𝜙0
2

2∑ (1−
|𝜏|

𝑇
)𝜙𝜏

2𝑇−1
1−𝑇

                             (Equation 11) 

where the autocorrelation of the signal is 𝜙𝜏, 𝝉 denotes discrete lag and the sample interval is taken as 

unity. B is in cycles per sample and controls temporal (vertical) resolution. It indicates a narrow 

bandwidth and unreliable wavelet if the value is less than 20 Hz, and a broad bandwidth and reliable 

wavelet if the value is more than 60 Hz.  

Some of the factors that affect wavelet accuracy where quantified, and it was observed that linear stretch 

and matching can cause higher phase errors (White, 1996). 

According to White (1996), quantifying accuracy is an important tool to:   

i. Quality control: measures of accuracy offer a reliable quantitative benefit to the production of 

well ties.  

ii. Quantifying uncertainty in interpretation: wavelet errors help assess the reliability of an 

interpretation, what geological variations are detectable and what likely to be spurious;  

iii. Comparing wavelets: error estimates are essential in order to test whether the seismic wavelet 

varies significantly within a survey and allow equivalent wavelets, from different wells in the 

same survey, to be optimally combined into a survey-wide wavelet.  
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Finally, the previous wavelet estimation methods are influenced differently by the parameter selection 

(T and L) and used data, meaning that the best method needs to be determined for the dataset and 

different parameter values should be tested by trial and error (Cui & Margrave, 2011). 

In the Table 1, the characteristics of each method are highlighted in summary.  

 

Table 1: Summary of wavelet estimation methods. Adapted from (Cui & Margrave, 2011). 

 Statistical Full Wavelet Constant Phase Roy White 

Data used Seismic data Seismic data and well data 

Wavelet 

estimated 

Any wavelet with 

supplied phase 
Any wavelet 

Constant  phase 

wavelet 
Any wavelet 

Seismic window  

(T) 
larger windows result in  more accurate estimation 

Seismic window 

= desired wavelet 

length, longer 

length causes 

trembling side 

lobs 

Wavelet length 

(L) 

Shorter length 

produces 

smoother 

amplitude 

spectrum and 

more stable 

waveform 

No influence 

Shorter length 

produces smoother 

amplitude 

spectrum and 

more stable 

waveform 

Noise Robust 

Unrealistic 

trembling 

waveform 

Robust in 

estimating phase 

and lags, 

unrealistic 

trembling 

waveform 

Robust in 

estimating lags, 

unrealistic 

trembling 

waveform 
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3. Methodology 

To achied the objectives of this thesis, it was applied the global geostatistical acoustic inversion (GSI) 

with purpose of generating high resolution acoustic impedance models under different wavelet scenarios 

and assess the uncertianties associated. Aditionally, Multidimentional scaling (MDS) was applied as a 

complimentary tool to assess and quantify the uncertainties related to inverted models under the 

different wavelet scenarios. 

The application of both GSI and MDS was already performed in the work of  Azevedo et. al (2014) and 

Azevedo & Soares (2017) to evaluate the convergence of the inverse methodology and the impedance 

model variability among each iteration of the inversion process. MDS shown to be a valuable statistical 

tool for uncertainty assessment, helping to evaluate how well the retrieved inverse models converge 

toward the reality and explore the parameter model space. This tool shown to be also useful to 

benchmark the convergence of different seismic inversion algorithms (e.g., deterministic, linearized 

Bayesian) by using synthetic data sets and plotting in the metric space the best-fit models against the 

real impedance models assessing the convergence of the retrieved elastic models (Carmo et al., 2017). 

The purpose here was to assess uncertainties associated to generated acoustic impedance models, 

under different wavelet scenarios, throughout the iterative geostatistical acoustic inversion with a global 

approach. Analyzing the achieved local and global correlation and the variance of generated models, in 

last iteration, it is assessed the uncertainties of acoustic models resulting from GSI process. Additionally, 

by using MDS it is possible to quantify these uncertainties and understand the impact of the wavelets in 

the exploration of true models parameter space.       

 

3.1. Global geostatistical acoustic inversion - GSI 

When this methodology is implemented, some of the input can be kept constant while others can vary. 

For the purpose of this work, it was considered both seismic and well data constant whereas wavelets 

were changed in every new GSI process. The resulting high-resolution acoustic impedance models 

should honor the distribution function estimated from the well-log data, as well as the spatial continuity 

model (variogram model).  

This process followed the main steps described below and illustrated in Figure 12:  

i. Use of the direct sequential simulation (DSS) to simulate a  set of N acoustic impedance (Ip) 

models, for the entire seismic grid,  conditioned to the available Ip well-log data and assuming 

a spatial continuity pattern, based on the variogram model; 

ii. Generation of a set of N synthetic seismic volumes by first computing the corresponding normal 

incidence reflection coefficients – RC (equation 3) and then convolving  these RC with an 

estimated wavelet representative of the used seismic dataset (equation 2); 

iii. Comparison of each seismic trace at the same location, considering different layers, between 

the recorded seismic and the previous generated synthetic seismic. From that comparison, the 
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synthetic Ip traces with the highest correlation coefficient, best-fit traces, are stored in an 

auxiliary volume along with the value of the local correlation and used as a secondary variable 

in the next iteration.  

iv. A new set of N Ip models is built using direct sequential co-simulation conditioned to the 

available Ip from well-log data, and using the best Ip volumes and local correlation as secondary 

variables to condition the joint simulation.  

v. The iterative procedure stops when the global correlation between the full synthetic and real 

stacked seismic volumes is above a certain threshold and stabilize.  

  

Figure 12: Schematic representation of the GSI methodology. Source: Azevedo & Soares, 2017. 

 

It is possible to know, at each iterative step, how close is one given generated model from the objective, 

by the global and local correlation coefficients between the synthetic seismogram and the recorded 

seismic data.  

Since in the first iteration all the generated Ip models are not conditioned to any previous model, only 

being generated by direct sequential simulation conditioned to Ip well data, they would have high 

variability between them and a wide standard deviation range for this initial Ip models is expected. The 

corresponding average model of this first iteration could be considered as the low frequency model, 

representing main trends represented in the wells.  
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All next iterations are going to be conditioned by previous best correlation cube and best Ip model. It is 

expected that there will be a fast global correlation increase from the initial iteration to the second one 

and then the process should start to stabilize.  

In the models of the last iteration, the variability between the generated Ip models should be smaller, 

since the conditional data is imposing a very strong effect in the models. The average of all resulting Ip 

models of last iteration should be almost equal to the last simulated Ip models and a decrease of 

standard deviation values is expected when compared to the first iteration standard deviation values 

(Caetano, 2012).  

 

3.2. Uncertainties in reservoir properties estimation  

The application of seismic inversion technics that help in quantifying the uncertainty in the estimated 

reservoir properties is of extreme importance to support the most adequate decision during the 

exploratory and productions phases to avoid financial negative implications.  

More than just a set of realizations that could provide the best possible image, it is essential that 

inversion assess the uncertainties associated with the zone of interest in a realistic manner, providing 

the most relevant set of images (geological models) that will enable the best possible reservoir 

management. As previously referred, global geostatistical seismic inversion is less limited and a more 

widespread adequate tool to achieve this purpose. 

The uncertainty characterized by a set of Earth models can be represented using the concept of  

distance, allowing the uncertainty to be analyzed very rapidly (Caers, 2011).  

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a method that represents measurements of similarity (or dissimilarity) 

among pairs of objects as distances between points in a multidimensional space (MDS space), usually 

in Euclidean distance  (Cox et al., 2001 and Borg  & Groenen,  2005).   

When used as an exploratory technique, helping to identify some sort of structure in the data, the 

correlations are represented in a two-dimensional representation of MDS, where if two points 

(representing two different Earth models) are closer, they are highly correlated and similar and if they 

are far, they are not highly correlated and are dissimilar.  

MDS is a statistical tool for uncertainty assessment in stochastic frameworks that converts a dissimilarity 

matrix (D) into points, which can then be plotted in a Cartesian space, the MDS space (Cox et al., 2001; 

Borg & Groenen, 2005 and Caers, 2011).  

This dissimilarity matrix is converted into a new matrix by a scalar product and decomposed by 

eigenvector, where only the first principal components, or eigenvectors, are recollected (Caers, 2011).  

MDS mathematical description is resumed in next paragraphs (Cox et al., 2001, Borg & Groenen, 2005 

and Caers, 2011). 
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If considered that a single (input) Earth model 𝑖 is represented by a vector 𝑥𝑖, which contains either the 

properties in each grid cell or variables, that uniquely quantify that model. The “size” or “dimension” 𝑁 

of the model is then the length of this vector and 𝐿 denotes the number of alternative models generated 

with typically 𝐿 ≪ 𝑁.  All models are collected in the matrix 𝑿 of size 𝐿 × 𝑁 defined by: 

𝑿 =  [𝑥1 𝑥2…𝑥𝐿]
𝑇                        (Equation 12) 

The Euclidean distance, for pair of models 𝑥𝑖  , 𝑥𝑗,  define a metric space M and is obtaining by: 

𝑑𝑖𝑗 = √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)𝑇(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)                                  (Equation 13) 

This metric space is only represented by distances (not having any axis, origin, nor direction) meaning 

that the location of any 𝑥 in this space cannot be uniquely defined, only how far each 𝑥𝑖  is from any other 

𝑥𝑗. Even though locations for 𝑥 in M cannot be uniquely defined, some mapping or projection of these 

points in a low dimensional Cartesian space can be presented. This can be done by the transformation 

of the distance 𝑑𝑖𝑗 into a new variable 𝑏𝑖𝑗, using the following equation: 

𝑏𝑖𝑗 = −
1

2
(𝑑𝑖𝑗
2 − 

1

𝐿
∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑘

2 − 𝐿
𝑘=1

1

𝐿
∑ 𝑑𝑙𝑗

2 −
1

𝐿2
∑  ∑ 𝑑𝑘𝑙

2   𝐿
𝑙=1

𝐿
𝑘=1  𝐿

𝑙=1 )  (Equation 14) 

This scalar expression can be represented in matrix form by firstly, constructing a matrix A containing 

the elements 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = −
1
2⁄ 𝑑𝑖𝑗

2 . 

Then, centering this matrix by considering: 

𝑩 = 𝐻𝐴𝐻                                        (Equation 15) 

with  𝐻 = 𝐼 − 
1

𝐿
𝟏𝟏𝑇, where 𝟏 = [111…1]𝑇 is a row of 𝐿 ones and 𝐼 is the identity matrix of dimension 𝐿.  

B can also be written as: 

𝑩 = (𝐻𝑋)(𝐻𝑋)𝑇                                           (Equation 16) 

of size 𝐿 × 𝐿. 

Considering the eigenvalue decomposition of B as: 

𝑩 = 𝑉𝐵Ʌ𝐵𝑉𝐵
𝑇                         (Equation 17) 

and because here it is considered 𝐿 ≪ 𝑁 and the distance as Euclidean, all eigenvalues are positive.  

It can be now reconstructed so that any 𝑥 in 𝑿 for any dimension from a minimum of one dimension up 

to a maximum of 𝐿 dimensions, by considering that: 

𝑩 = (𝐻𝑋)(𝐻𝑋)𝑇 = 𝑉𝐵Ʌ𝐵𝑉𝐵
𝑇  ⇒  𝑋 = 𝑉𝐵Ʌ𝐵

1
2⁄  ⇒  𝑋𝑑 = 𝑉𝐵,𝑑Ʌ𝐵,𝑑

1
2⁄ ∶  𝑿

𝑀𝐷𝑆
→  𝑿𝒅     (Equation 18) 

if it is taken the 𝑑 largest eigenvalues.  
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𝑉𝐵,𝑑  contains the eigenvectors belonging to the 𝑑 largest eigenvalues contained in the diagonal matrix  

Ʌ𝐵,𝑑.  

The solution 𝑿𝒅 retained by MDS is such that the mapped locations contained in the matrix                          

𝑿𝒅 = [𝒙𝟏,𝒅 𝒙𝟐,𝒅…𝒙𝑳,𝒅]
𝑻
 have their centroid as origin and the axes are chosen as the principal axes of 𝑋. 

The length of each vector xi,d is 𝑑, the chosen mapping dimension.  

Because in  the MDS space only the relative distances between Earth models are important , the 

coordinates of each point that correspond to a unique Earth model are not important, and if  MDS plots 

experience any type of  rotation, translation and reflection,  it will not imply in any data alteration (Caers, 

2011).  

An essential step in the MDS procedure is the selection of the distance to construct the dissimilarity 

matrix to ensure a good separation of the set of models in the MDS space (meaningful distance will 

make clustering effective and efficient, not requiring the specification of attributes or features to sort 

models).  

Standard distances can be used, such as the Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance or Hausdorff 

distance, or surrogate/proxy models can be used (Caers, 2011). Correlation-based distances are 

preferred for distinguishing between different temporal signals such as seismic reflection data and for 

the geostatistical seismic inversion with history matching.  It is calculated the Euclidean distance per 

well between each of the simulated production curves against its corresponding real curve (Azevedo & 

Soares, 2017). If the goal is to distinguish between models that have bodies with different shapes then 

the Hausdorff distance may be suitable for that purpose. 

 

3.3. Workflow  

Figure 13, shows the general workflow used in this thesis.  Four main phases can be identified. Each 

individual phase is described in details below.  

In the first phase, four horizons were interpreted using the available seismic data, and created auxiliary 

surfaces that helped build the stratigraphic grid and generate a seismic volume restrict to the inversion 

model, delimited by a pilot area that was spatially defined according to the available wells. Well log data 

was upscaled into the inversion grid and the resulting mean and variance were compared to the ones 

from the available well-log data inside inversion models. Additionally, vertical variogram models, based 

on well data, and horizontal variogram models, based on seismic data, were obtained, in order to 

characterize the spatial continuity of the acoustic impedance and use it to constrain the GSI process.  

All the previous steps were performed using Petrel® (Schlumberger) software. To implement the GSI 

process, the obtained range value for the vertical variogram model was divided by 2ms (time sample 

rate) and for the horizontal ranges divided by 25 m (distance between inlines and crosslines). 
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In the second phase, using Geoview ® (CGG) software, several wavelets were estimated, using both 

seismic and wells data considering different methods, well sets and parametrization (wavelet lengths 

and seismic windows).  

The methods used to extract representative wavelets were the statistical, Constant Phase (CP) and Roy 

White (RW). In the last method, it was possible to determine the phase error associated to the respective 

estimated wavelets as well as the accuracy of the estimation. The Full wavelet method was not 

considered due to is higher sensibility to the quality of seismic-to-well ties, causing the loss of high 

frequency in the wavelet, distortion of the phase spectrum, and production of unrealistic side lobes. 

From these estimation processes, nineteen wavelets were selected and for six of them their respective 

phase error and accuracy was available.  

 

Figure 13: Schematic representation of the workflow used in this thesis. White boxes represent the inputs to perform 

GSI, while grey boxes represent the implemented processes for uncertainty assessment. 

 

After the previous phases, GSI was run (Figure 14) using MATLAB R2015b. This inversion process was 

accomplished nineteen times where only the wavelet was changed, while all other inputs were kept 

constant.  

It was defined for each wavelet scenario a total of six iteration with 32 simulations each, totalizing 192 

Ip models per scenario. Additionally, from each iteration one local correlation volume was created.  

By using a working station with 4CPUs, the time to complete one GSI process was on average three 

hours and fifteen minutes.  
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The last phase of the workflow was the implementation of MDS, using MATLAB R2015b, to assess and 

quantify uncertainties, trying to understand how the model parameter space was explored by analysing 

the similarities from the resulting acoustic impedance models, for the different selected wavelet 

scenarios.  

To build the dissimilarity matrix D (distance matrix) it was used the pdist function with the default 

Euclidian distance and cmdscale as the classical multidimensional scaling function available in 

MATLAB. To generate the distance matrix it was considered beside the 19 best-fit Ip models the 

maximum, minimum and mean of last iteration for each wavelet scenario.  

After all four phases were finalized and all the analysis were performed, an additional GSI inversion was 

performed, using a twentieth wavelet scenario, estimated by using CP method and characterized by a 

longer wavelet length (T of 500ms and L of 260ms).  

This additional task had the objective of properly characterizing the impact of using longer wavelets 

extracted by different method in GSI products and in the uncertainty assessment.  

 

Figure 14: General schematic representation of GSI and MDS process.   
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4. Application example  

 

4.1. Structural and stratigraphic features  

The area of study is situated close to the coast of the Caspian Sea, Western Kazakhstan. Structurally it 

is located in the western portion of the South Mangyshlak basin (Figure 15). It represents a westward 

plunging monocline, which is a result of the last compressional event during the collision of the Indian 

and Arabian continents with the southern Eurasian continent in Oligocene to Miocene. 

The South Mangyshlak petroleum system events chart and stratigraphic column are presented in Figure 

16. Geologic considerations suggest that the principal source rocks of the petroleum system are 

stratigraphically confined to the Upper–Middle Triassic section composed by alternating shales, 

carbonates, and tuffs, with about 250m-750m thick. Measured total organic carbon (TOC) contents in 

shales reach 9.8 percent and organic matter is dominated by type II kerogen (Ulmishek, 2001).  

Time of the beginning of oil generation by Triassic source rocks is uncertain, starting probably during 

deposition of thick Cretaceous rocks and continued through deposition of the Oligocene and Lower 

Miocene. The present-day geothermal gradient varies from 38° to 41°C/km in most wells.  

Source rock quality of Lower–Middle Jurassic rocks is poor with type III kerogen and TOC content in 

shales ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 percent. In central areas of the South Mangyshlak depressions, Lower–

Middle Jurassic rocks are thicker, buried at greater depths, and contain higher TOC but the lack of 

discoveries suggest an insufficient generative potential of these rocks.  

Several reservoir intervals where identified but for the purpose of this study the Lower Cretaceous was 

considered as the target (Aptian) sandstone interval. Numerous hydrocarbon pools have been 

discovered in Cretaceous rocks in areas where the Upper Jurassic seal is eroded and most 

hydrocarbons are reservoired in Aptian and Albian marine sandstones that have porosities of 16 to 21 

percent and permeabilities of a few tens of millidarcies (Ulmishek, 2001).  

The Aptian to Albian time represents an overall major transgression. Lower Aptian transgressive shales 

directly overlie the Barremian continental clastics, while Later Aptian reservoir sands and Upper Aptian 

interval represent a storm dominated offshore marine to mid-lower shoreface environment (Figure 16b). 

In Late Aptian to Middle Albian, progradation of large clinoforms resulted in deposition of distal toe sets 

of the clinoforms in the Late Aptian followed by a blockier shoreface sands in the Albian.   

Between Upper and Lower Aptian reservoir interval it is identified a seal formation (Figure 16b).  
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Figure 15: (Left) Map showing petroleum systems and assessment units of Middle Caspian basin. (Right) 

generalized map showing main structural units of Middle Caspian basin (modified from Ulmishek and Harrison, 

1981). Source: Ulmishek, 2001. 

 

  

Figure 16: (a) South Mangyshlak petroleum system events chart. Question marks indicate uncertainty and red star 

is highlighting the reservoir interval been evaluated on this study. Source: Ulmishek, 2001. (b) Stratigraphic Column 

Triassic to Eocene. Source: PARTEX internal documents. 

a) 
b) 
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The Aptian target interval has a relatively constant thickness of 26-32 m, characterized by being highly 

heterogeneous and with six stratigraphic levels individualized (Figure 17), which have been picked in 

core and well logs and correlated across the area of interest. The three first stratigraphic levels are 

related to reservoir interval A, where the uppermost level is an intensive bioturbated blocky sand, 

followed by a sandprone heterolithics and mudprone heterolithics at base. Interval B is characterized by 

a sandprone heterolithics in the uppermost levels and at base by an intensively bioturbated blocky 

sands. 

From core plug sample, sandstones generally show a mix of bioturbated sand, shale laminae and 

occasionally some cleaner sand laminae and the grain size for both the storm sand beds of the 

heterolithics and the shoreface sands varies very little and is predominantly very fine grained and the 

sandstones are typically moderately well to well sorted. Even with the limited variation in grain size there 

is a significant variation in permeability for the sandstones in the reservoir interval, this variation appears 

to be controlled mainly by degree of bioturbation and cementation.  

 

Figure 17: (a) Type Log for the Aptian reservoir Interval delimited by the red box. (b)  Core photos with hydrocarbon 

stained sandstone layers (cm to dm thick). Source: PARTEX internal documents. 

a) b) 
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4.2. Dataset description 

For the available 3D full stack seismic volume it was defined a rectangular pilot area of about 87km2 

(13km x 6.7km), that include the five available wells, here referred as wells A-01, A-02, A-03, A-04 and 

A-05. Beside, Vp and density logs, a time-depth table resulting from a previous seismic-to-well tie were 

also available for all wells.  

The full stack seismic data has distance between the inlines and crosslines of 25m and using it four 

horizons were interpreted (Figure 18). Horizon 1 (yellow) defines the approximately reservoir top around 

1200ms; Horizon 2 (white) defines the approximated reservoir base around 1300ms; Horizon 3 (pink) 

related to a well-defined and continue reflector and finally, Horizon 4 (orange) defines the approximated 

interface that separate reservoir A and B. From horizon 3, other mathematical horizons were generated 

( Horizon 3 - 50ms , Horizon 3 -150ms and Horizon 3 - 200ms) and used to generate the grid model 

defining three main zones (1, 2 e 3 ) were the reservoir interval (A and B) is inside zone 2.  

 

Figure 18: (a) TWT seismic section crossing all available wells. Where the yellow horizon is the approximate 

reservoir top; orange horizon represent the separation between the upper and lower reservoir interval; white horizon 

is the approximate reservoir base; white arrow is referred to time slice shown in (c) and black dotted lines are 

defining the three main zones of the inversion model. (b) Resulting surface map in TWT of approximated top 

reservoir. (c)  Time slice inside the reservoir interval, white dots represent wells locations. 

 

The reservoir interval, based on well data information, has an average thickness in time of 20ms, while 

average thickness between the mapped approximated top and base reservoir is the double, around 

40ms. This reservoir is highly heterogeneous and the sandstone layers of good reservoir quality are 

a) 

b) c) 
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generally very fine grained, with thickness in the order of centimeters. It is extremely challenging to 

identify these individual sand bodies due to the intrinsic limitation of the seismic resolution when 

considering seismic reflections.  

Seismically is characterized by homogeneous, continuous and parallel reflections with low-to-medium 

amplitude. Based on the available seismic data, no seismic amplitude anomaly was identified or 

confined to the structured reservoir, which could suggest any type of fluid contact (gas/oil/water).  

The generated grid present a total of 13.907.300 cell defined by 269(i) x 517(j) x100(layers) with 101 

conformant and parallel horizons where Δt is 2ms.   

Table 3 shows the univariate statistic of the resulting acoustic impedance and the upscaled one.  It is 

possible to observe that the original Ip, based on well data, and the upscaled version, had similar basic 

statistical parameters (mean and standard deviation) resulting in similar distribution function, Figure 19.  

Figure 19: Histogram comparison between the (a) well log Ip data and (b) upscaled Ip data. 

 

Table 2: Basic univariate statistic of Ip. Comparison between the original and upscaled well data for 

the inversion model interval. 

Property Data Max Min Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
Variance 

Resulting 

Ip 

Original 17.619,05 4.412,40 7.859,60 977,86 956.221,49 

Upscaled 13.497,79 6.410,19 7.793,39 717,99 515.504,72 

a) 

b) 
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Adjusting variogram models is an important and crucial step, since this stage is where main spatial 

continuity pattern, for a certain study area, are modelled and imposed to the inversion process. The 

experimental vertical variogram was calculated exclusively with the set of upscaled well-log data, while 

horizontal variograms were obtained by considering the seismic data from the inversion interval (Figure 

20). Then these variograms were used to constrain the inversion procedure. Both vertical and horizontal 

variogram models were adjusted considering two different structures. 

 

Figure 20: a) Vertical variogram model; b) Horizontal (major); c) Horizontal (minor). Blue line is represented the 

adjusted models.  

 

For the vertical variogram both structures were adjusted considering exponential models. While for both 

horizontal variogram, structure one was modelled considering the exponential model, and for structure 

two, the spherical model was considered (Figure 20a). The range values from the horizontal variogram 

models (major and minor) have different values, under same approximate sill values. Minor range value 

(azimuth 270°) is almost twice the range value of major (azimuth 0°), Figure 20b and c. This is reflecting 

the existence of a geometric anisotropy at this plane that has probably been conditioned by the preferred 

direction of the depositional system. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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4.3. Selected representative wavelets  

It is important to refer that selection of wavelets was not only based on the most reliable ones but test 

wavelets with a reasonable larger spectrum of parameters to evaluate the impact that they would have 

in GSI products. 

From the available seismic data and tied wells, using Geoview (HRS 10.2.2) software, a set of different 

wavelets were extracted using Statistical (STAT), Constant Phase (CP) and Roy White (RW) algorithms.  

The extraction was done considering three different main seismic window, from 0 to 2500ms (T of 

2500ms), from 1000 to 1500ms (T of 500ms) and from 1200 to 1300ms (T of 100ms). An additional 

seismic window with a vertical extent close to the extent of the inversion model was considered, with T 

of 300ms (from 1100 to 1400ms). For the first analyze it was fixed a 100ms wavelets lengths (L) value. 

For the statistical extraction algorithm (Figure 21) when considering the larger time window T of 2500ms 

and considering a 180° phase  the maximum correlation  was achieved with a small value of time shift, 

whereas for zero phase statistical wavelet a higher time shift was needed and resulted in low correlation 

values. As consequence, statistical wavelets consider mainly a 180° phase and only one scenario 

consider a zero degrees phase and was related to T of 500ms. 

After the statistical wavelets estimation, well data was used.  In Table 3 it is possible to compare the 

estimated wavelets phase considering each well individually, either for CP or for RW algorithm.   For 

larger time seismic window (T of 2500ms and 500ms), two distinct phase sets can be observed: one 

composed by wells A-01, A-02 and A-03, characterized by a time delay (phase with negative values), 

while the other set is characterized by an advance in time (phase with positive values). For smaller T 

values (300ms and 100ms), this phase behavior pattern was not observed. For these T values, more 

restricted to reservoir interval, ambiguities related to phase are expected, since as the seismic window 

size decrease it is expected to be increased the sensitivity to ties error that may exist. Additionally, these 

smaller windows are statistically less representative and are going to reflect more local phenomena as 

for example rapid lithological and fluid changes. 

 

Table 3: Phase comparison (in degrees) considering constant phase (CP) and Roy White (RW) 

extraction methods for each well individually, with L of 100ms. 

Algorithm T (ms) 
Wells 

A-01 A-02 A-03 A-04 A-05 

CP 

2500 -157 -121 -25 129 150 

500 -155 -132 -113 129 162 

300 173 121 -117 51 152 

100 -178 170 -84 -157 -54 

RW 

2500 -156 -123 -40 103 156 

500 -161 -134 -120 159 165 

300 91 44 -177 -62 107 

100 Not possible to obtain 
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Figure 21: Recommended time shift to achieve the maximum correlation between generated synthetic and recorded 

seismic data for: (a) resulting statistical wavelet (0° phase) with T of 2500ms and L of 100ms; and (b) statistical 

wavelet (180° phase) under same parametrization.  

 

Beside the extraction considering each well individually it was also considered the estimation of 

representative wavelets considering all wells at same time, wells A-01, A-02 and A-04 ( denominated as 

group 1) and wells A-03 and A-05 (denominated as group 2). Other wells arrangements were also tested. 

Group 2 is located in the highest portion of the structure; while group 1 is located in the most down dip 

portion of it, with well A-04 the most extreme one (Figure 18b). Distance between A-02 and A-05 (the 

most central ones) is around 7.7km.  

For Roy White algorithm, an exhaustive parameter analysis was performed to define the phase error 

from each estimated phase value and evaluate the given diagnostic parameters. It were considered 

several wavelet lengths (60ms, 100ms, 140ms, 200ms and an extra of 260ms and 300ms. For the T of 

100ms, it was not possible to extract wavelets considering Roy White algorithm. For all estimated RW 

wavelets it was obtain its equivalent with CP method.  

a) 

b) 
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The resulting diagnostic parameters, for each seismic window, were compared (Annex A and Figure 

22). 

From that comparison, it is observed that: for T of 500ms, diagnostic parameters were inside the ideal 

range more consistently and with phase errors ranging between 8° and 15° (Figure 22a, b and c). The 

largest seismic window (T of 2500ms) show values of goodness of fit below the ideal range for all 

analyzed scenarios, but at same time accuracy inside the ideal range, with phase errors between 6° 

and 22°. For T of 300ms, the accuracy of tie was below the recommended range and the goodness of 

fit was struggling to reach higher values in most situations, resulting in higher phase errors, ranging 

between 17° and 36°. 

Related to statistical seismic bandwidth (Figure 22d), all scenarios are characterized by bandwidth larger 

than 60Hz.  Smaller time window are characterized by the largest bandwidth.  

It is clear that as the length of the wavelet increase, the relation between the analysis and statistical 

bandwidth decrease exponentially, independently of the size of seismic window (Figure 22e).  

For the seismic window of 100ms, when analyzing spectral smoothing factor, it shown to be critical, only 

for wavelet lengths below 60ms this relation was higher than the recommended value (Figure 22f) and 

there is a clear decrease of this parameter as the wavelet length increase. 

According to the previous diagnostic analysis and for this particular dataset, the ideal seismic window 

would be around 500ms with 100ms. For this T, L  and considering only well A-04, it is observed the that 

PEP and RMSE values are out of the recommended ideal range with highest phase error associated 

(around 14°). When excluded well A-04 from the estimation process, the phase error from the resulting 

wavelet had a small improvement of 1°.  For the same T but  considering  L of 60ms (Annex A) it is 

observed that only well A-05 show a good diagnostic parameters with phase error of 8°, one degree 

below the phase error obtained with L of 100ms.  

Comparing the phase values from CP and RW algorithms (Annex A) for the T of 300ms significant 

differences in the phase values were observed, not only for the absolute value, but also relative to their 

signal (time delay or advance). For intervals of 2500ms and 500ms this difference is more significant 

when considering different sets of wells (e.g. for T of 500ms, L of 100ms and all wells, wavelet phase is 

-21° for CP and -154° for RW) and more related to their absolute values. 

By interpreting the differences mentioned, it seems that at least for the larger seismic window, in terms 

of data polarity, RW wavelets and CP are providing different information. According with general shape 

of the wavelet and phase value, RW wavelets characterize the data has having positive polarity when 

considering all wells available in the estimation process, while CP wavelets indicate negative polarity.  
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Figure 22: Diagnostic parameter analyse considering each well individually and all wells. 

 

In the end, nineteen wavelet scenarios were selected to perform the GSI inversion. Figure 23, shows 

the respective time response of the selected wavelets and their respective diagnostic parameters are 

summarized in Table 4. Annex B shows their amplitude response in the frequency domain and some of 

them show frequency spectrum with lack of representation of frequencies between 40-70Hz (in particular 

for wavelet estimated with T of 2500ms and well from group 2). Statistical wavelets shown a much larger 

frequency spectrum, characterized by higher amplitudes.  
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From the selected RW wavelets (Table 4), when considered all wells and a seismic window of 500ms, it 

is observed from the diagnostic parameters comparison, that the 100ms wavelet length show higher 

goodness of fit value but with slight lower accuracy and higher phase error than the 60ms wavelet length.  

For this shorter length, the b/B relation is above the optimal range.   For longest wavelet length, L of 

260ms, the b/B relation is below the minimum 0.25 recommended values, and the accuracy value is out 

of the ideal recommended range.  

The estimated wavelet using only well A-05 (for T of 500ms and L of 100ms) and all wells (for T of 500ms 

and L of 60ms) are characterized by lower phase errors, 9° and 9.8°, respectively, with phases ranging 

around ±165°. The wavelet estimated using all wells, for T of 500ms and L of 260ms, shown the highest 

error (around 14°) with a phase value of -151°. RW wavelets had phases ranging from -163 to 165 

degrees, while CP wavelets the phases range between -69 to 62. 

 

Figure 23: Representative wavelets scenarios selected to perform GSI. 

 

Table 4: Diagnostic parameters for selected RW wavelets. 

T(ms) L(ms) Wells CP 
Phase(°) 

RW 
Phase(°) 

PEP RMSE 
BW 
(Hz) 

b/B bT MSE 
(°) 

2500 100 All wells -4 -146 0,28 0,09 88,39 0,39 85 12,2 

500 

60 All wells -23 -163 0,65 0,06 100,20 0,57 28 9,8 

100 All wells -21 -154 0,70 0,08 100,18 0,34 17 11,5 

260 All wells -40 -151 0,81 0,11 99,76 0,17 7 13,6 

100 All – A04 -60 -151 0,72 0,07 102,99 0,33 17 10,5 

100 A-05 162 165 0,77 0,05 124,14 0,27 17 9,0 
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When wavelets are estimated based on well data, if the log has a time-depth error a time shift value in 

logs should be applied for each well, so the correlation between the synthetic data generated and the 

original recorded seismic is increased (Russel, 2017) .   

An average shift value was considered for the selected scenarios. The resulting upscale acoustic 

impedance (Ip) values, after the previous correction, show similar basic statistic values as the original 

upscale Ip values, Figure 24.  

When compared  the original time depth table and Ip well values with the upscaled, with the corrected 

time-depth table, in general there is an agreement and reservoir character in terms of Ip value range 

(relative low values) was kept (Figure 25).  

 

Figure 24: Histogram comparison between upscaled Ip values from original time-depth table and the corrected  one 

using an average time shift of +8ms for well A-01, +3ms for well A-02, +7ms for well A-03, -12ms for well A-04 and 

-4ms for well A-05.  

 

Figure 25: TWT Seismic section across well data showing original Ip data and time-depth table (left curve) and 

upscaled Ip values with time-depth table correction (right curve); dark blue to black values correspond to the Ip 

values above 8500 kPa.s/m. 
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Before time-depth correction, correlation between the synthetic and original seismic data was 

systematically negative with much lower absolute values. After the correction, an improvement is 

observed even though for the reservoir interval there are wavelet scenarios that are generating negative 

values, reflected by the use of an average shift (Figure 26). It is important to highlight that each wavelets 

had its own recommended time-depth table correction and using an average, it is not the most adequate, 

but for the purpose of this work was considered as been the most reasonable procedure. 

For the inversion model interval, the correlation values are higher, between 0.80 to 0.50, for most 

scenarios (Figure 26b), while for the reservoir interval, in general correlations were below 0.50 (Figure 

26a) except for well A-05 and with the lowest values related to well A-04.  

The estimated wavelets based on wells from group 2 and using CP method, for T of 2500ms L of 100ms, 

show the worst absolute correlation for model interval.   

The statistical wavelet with 0° phase, extracted in time window interval of 500ms, had the same absolute 

correlation but negative, as the one with 180° phase.  

 

 

Figure 26: Correlation between recorded and originated synthetic seismic data for: a) reservoir interval (1200-

1300ms) and b) inversion model interval (1100-1400ms); based on 19 wavelet scenarios at each well location and 

after the time-depth table correction.  

 

a) b) 
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5. Results and discussions 

 

5.1. GSI results 

GSI was run nineteen times and different global correlations were achieved between the generated and 

recorded seismic data. In general, the global correlation reached threshold between 0.80 to 0.92 (Figure 

27). This behavior was for almost all GSI scenarios, except for the one that used the wavelet estimated 

with CP algorithm considering wells from group 2 with T of 2500ms and L of 100ms. For this, the 

maximum global correlation achieved was around 0.53, meaning that the generated synthetic seismic 

data is struggling to replicate the recorded seismic. When observing the shape of this wavelet in the 

time spectrum, it is noticed that main loop is not as well defined as the other wavelets and has an 

asymmetric shape (Figure 23). This wavelet is suffering distortion, being considered as unrealistic and 

more uncertain when compared to others. In the frequency spectrum (Annex B), this wavelet show an 

amplitude decrease, almost zero, related to 40 to 70 Hz.    

With these global correlation values, it is possible to evaluate how close the generated values are from 

the objective. In the first iteration, all Ip resulting models are only conditioned by Ip well data. This 

iteration is characterized by very low global values for all wavelet scenarios.  All the following iterations 

are going to be conditioned by the observed seismic. As expected there is a fast global correlation 

increased from the initial iteration to the second one, from values almost zero to values around 0.60, 

except from the performance achieved by the wavelets extracted with CP algorithm considering wells 

from group 2 (T of 2500ms and L of 100ms) with global values below 0.30.  

In the second iteration, the GSI performances that reached the highest global correlation were for the 

wavelets extracted using RW algorithm and using all available wells, for T of 500ms and L of 60ms 

(orange line with crosses),  with average values of 0.65. Other high correlation coefficients were 

achieved for RW wavelets extracted in T of 500ms and T of 2500ms, both with L of 100ms and 

considering all well (continuous orange line and dashed light orange line, respectively). For this iteration, 

the lowest global correlation was achieved by the CP wavelet considering wells from group 2 (T of 

2500ms and L of 100ms) with global correlation value of 0.25 (light blue dashed line). Beside this, other 

low performances were for CP wavelets with T of 100ms (considering wells from group 1 and group 2, 

blue line with squares and light blue continuous line) and RW wavelet for T of 500ms (considering only 

well A-05, orange line with squares), all with L of 100ms and average global correlation around 0.52.  

After the second iteration, the process started to stabilize for all scenarios and in general, RW wavelets 

reached the highest global correlations (orange lines).  

In last the iteration, wavelets extracted using RW methods and considering all wells, with T of 500ms 

and T of 2500ms (L of 60ms and L of 100ms, respectively) still had the highest global values, averaging 

0.91. While wavelet using CP (considering wells from group 2, light blue dashed line) had consistently 

the worst performances followed by the statistical one (T of 2500ms and L of 100ms, light green dashed 
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line), with the average global correlation values of 0.53 and 0.81, respectively. It can be noticed that RW 

wavelet considering only well A-05 (T of 500ms and L of 100ms) improved significantly the performance 

in last iterations (orange line with squares).  

 

Figure 27: Global correlation between resulting and original seismic data, for each wavelet scenario. Green colours 

are related to STAT wavelets, blue to CP and orange colours related to RW. 
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It is observed that as the number of iterations increase (starting from the second iteration) the difference 

between the resulting global correlation related to RW wavelets tend to decrease while for CP scenarios 

the difference tend to increase. 

When analyzed the global GSI performance, by the algorithm used to extract the different wavelets, it is 

possible to interpret that (Figure 27): 

i. Statistical (green lines): best global performances in last iterations are associated with wavelets 

extracted in the time window interval of 500ms (for both 180° and 0° phase, dark and green 

continues lines) followed by the one extracted in the shorter time window (T of 100ms). The 

worst performance was for the wavelet extracted in the larger time window (T of 2500ms, 

dashed green line). All considering a wavelet length of 100ms;  

ii. Constant Phase (blue lines): best global performances in last iterations were for the wavelet 

extracted in the larger time window considering all wells (with phase of -4°, light blue dotted line) 

followed by the one extracted in the same time interval but considering wells from group 1 (with 

phase of -49°, dark blue dashed line). Worst performances were for wavelet extracted in the 

larger time interval considering wells from group 2 (with phase of 62°, dashed light blue line), 

followed by the shorter time window considering wells from group 1 (with phase of 49°, light 

blue line with squares). All with wavelet length of 100ms;  

iii. Roy White (orange lines): best global performances in last iterations were for the wavelet 

estimated with T of 500ms and L of 60ms (phase of -149° and error of 9.8°; b/B relation and 

goodness of fit close to the limit of ideal range but with good accuracy values) and the extracted 

in the larger time window with L of 100ms (phase of -165° and error of 12°; with a very low value 

of goodness of fit but good accuracy values). In both previous situations, all wells were 

considered during the extraction. The worst performance was for the wavelet extracted in time 

interval of 500ms (L:100ms) when considered all wells with exception of well A-04 (with a phase 

of -151° with an error of 10.5° and with all the diagnostic parameters inside the ideal range, 

corresponding with dark orange line). 

When considering the same time window, it is observed that:  

i. For the 2500ms time window, best global performance in last iterations were for the ones that 

used all wells, for both RW and CP method, with slightly better value for the first method. Lower 

performances were for wavelet estimated using CP method and considering wells from group 2 

and the statistical one; all wavelets with same length of 100ms;  

ii. For 500ms time window, best global performance in last iterations were for RW wavelets 

considering all wells with wavelet lengths of 60ms and 100ms, while lower performances were 

for wavelets obtained by CP method considering different wells arrangement (all wells and wells 

from group 2) and the obtained by RW method considering all wells except for well A-04,  with 

wavelet length of 100ms; 
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iii. For the 100ms seismic window, best global performance in last iterations was for the statistical 

one and the worst performance was for CP wavelet considering wells from group 1; again all 

scenarios considering same wavelet length of 100ms. 

Now considering the local correlation values, their interpretation would allow identifying local areas 

where inverted seismic reflection does not converge towards the originally recorded reflections. These 

areas are characterized by low correlation values and often they are also related to low signal-to noise 

ratio or areas where the estimated wavelet is not representative of the observed seismic data. At well 

location, these low local values may be reflected by errors in time-depth table. In general local 

correlations are mostly affected at the well locations and surrounding areas. This statistical parameter 

is variable at each well individually and vertically.  

Annex C compiles the local correlation section crossing all wells, for each wavelet scenario. The 

shallowest portion of the time-section (zone 1) is characterized by low values. This is a characteristic in 

GSI process products (and happens because the convolutional model is only valid after the synthetic 

RC is convolved by half wavelet.  

Therefore, to ensure that maximum correlation coefficient are achieved  for the area of interest it must 

be added at least half the size of the wavelet to the reservoir’s top and base surfaces, when defining the 

vertical interval of the inversion grid. In these extra areas, the correlation coefficients between real and 

synthetic seismic reflection data will always be smaller. While selecting the size of inversion this was 

taken into consideration and respected for wavelets lengths of 100ms.  

For RW wavelets, and contrary to what was expected, the shallow inversion portion of the models it is 

not characterized by low correlation values. For the longer RW wavelet (L of 260ms), it would be 

necessary to have 130ms above the reservoir interval to ensure that maximum correlation coefficient is 

achieved inside the area of interest. Even for this extreme situation the uppermost interval show high 

local correlation values, except at wells locations.  

Figure 28 shows the plots of mean and standard deviation local correlation values, for the entire 

inversion model, that result from GSI process while considering the different wavelets.   

Related to mean values (Figure 28a and c) the unsymmetrical main loop CP wavelet, that had the worst 

global performance (out of the general trend), and the statistical one extracted in T of 2500ms, had the 

lowest values. RW wavelets had in general the highest mean local correlation values. 

RW wavelets show the smallest dispersion of this statistical parameter when compared to the other 

extraction methods (Figure 28d) with their highest dispersion values close to lower values of CP 

wavelets. 

Related to the impact of the size of window in the local correlation, the larger time window shows more 

spread out standard deviation range of values (Figure 28b) with both lower and higher dispersion from 

mean local correlation values. Additionally, the set of wells used during the estimation process has a 

higher impact in the correlation behavior for this larger seismic window. 
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Local correlation values (entire seismic traces) 

  

  

Figure 28: Local correlation of all seismic traces, for each wavelet scenario, classified by seismic window size: a) 

mean and b) standard deviation local correlation values; and method of extraction: c) mean and d) standard 

deviation local correlation values.  

 

In Figure 29, it is possible to visualize the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for local correlation 

values for the entire seismic traces. Here best and worst scenarios can be identified, according to the 

amount of values around maximum correlation (1) and around minimum values (0).  As it is expected, 

for all scenarios the majority of local correlation values are concentrated around one (1), indicating a 

histogram asymmetry to the right.  

The distributions with higher dispersion around the expected maximum value were for the wavelets 

estimated in the largest time window (2500ms) when using CP method (with wells from group 2) and 

statistical method. Their mean values are 0.76 and 0.87, respectively.  

The distributions with lower dispersion around the mean were for the wavelets estimated by using the 

RW method, either by using T of 2500ms (considering all wells) or T of 500ms (considering only well A-

05 and all wells) using same wavelet length (L of 100ms), and the wavelet extracted using all wells with 

a wavelet length L of 60ms. 
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Figure 29: Local correlation CDF for the entire seismic traces, related to each wavelet scenarios. 

 

When analyzed mean and standard deviation behavior of resulting local correlation for the entire traces, 

by considering each method and the seismic window size it is observed that (Figure 30): 

i. For statistical wavelets extracted with smaller time windows, mean local correlation values are 

almost the same and presented the lower dispersion from the mean local correlation values, 

while the larger time window shows slightly  lower mean value and more dispersion from mean 

local correlation values (Figure 30a and b). No change is observed when considered the 

wavelets with phases difference phases (0° and 180°); 

ii. For CP wavelets, both highest and lowest mean values (0.93 and 0.76) are for the largest 

extraction window (T of 2500ms) when considered all available wells and wells from group 2, 

respectively, with the first scenario showing less dispersion when compared to the second 

scenario that had the highest dispersion from this group (Figure 30c and d). Even with relative 

low mean values, wavelets that considered wells from group 1 (T of 500ms) and group 2 for (T 

of 100ms) show lowest dispersion from mean values local correlation.  Here it is clear the impact 

of using different wells sets while estimating a wavelet for CP method and their impact in local 

correlation values, according with extraction window size.  

iii. The use of RW wavelets result in mean local correlation values above 0.90 for all the scenarios. 

The best scenario is for T of 2500ms with the highest mean and lower variability around it, 

(Figure 30e and f). It is also observed that for same T (500ms) and same data set (all wells) if 

the wavelet length is varied (L of 60, 100 and 260ms) the variability around mean local 

correlation values is higher for the longest length while the other were the same. When used 

different wells sets (selected by the error phase associated to each well individually) it is 

observed that when excluding the well with higher phase error (well A-04) it was archived the 

higher dispersion from the mean local correlation values when compared with the scenario that 
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considered all wells with a relative higher phase error. Related to the wavelet that used only 

well A-05, with lower phase error (9°), show the highest mean and lower variance from mean 

value.  

 

Local correlation  for statistical  wavelets 

  
Local correlation  for constant phase  wavelets 

  

Local correlation  for Roy White wavelets 

  

Figure 30: Local correlation for the entire seismic traces, considering all wavelet scenarios classified by statistical 

method:  a) mean and b) standard deviation local correlation); Constant phase: c) mean and d) standard deviation 

local correlation); and Roy White: e) mean and f) standard deviation local correlation. Bars are related to different 

seismic window and used parametrization.  
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Related to seismic window size, the largest one show simultaneously the highest and lowest local 

correlation standard deviation values (Figure 28b) and were related to CP and RW methods, 

respectively. The well-set selection for CP wavelets extracted at larger time windows are going to have 

much more impact in local correlation than in smaller windows. For the larger seismic window, if not 

considered the out of trend CP wavelet in the global correlation, the statistical method shows more 

dispersion around mean local values, while RW wavelets are  generating similar higher correlation 

values throughout the inversion process and with less variance.  

Figure 31, shows the maximum, mean and standard deviation of local correlation, at each well location, 

for the considered wavelets scenarios. Average values are below 0.60, while the variance of local 

correlation mean values at wells location are almost twice the value from the inversion models (Figure 

28b, d and Figure 31c). 

It is clear that each well has its own characteristic behaviour, although some appear to show similar 

behaviour, independently of selected wavelet. Well A-02 had the lowest maximum and mean (below 

0.20) values, while well A-05 show consistently the highest maximum local correlations values (above 

0.80), Figure 31a. In terms of dispersion from the mean values, wells A-01 and A-02 show a more scatter 

behaviour displaying simultaneously lower and higher standard deviation values, while wells A-03 to A-

05 show almost the same characteristics, although  well A-03 values are defined in more restrict range 

interval. 

 

Figure 31: Local correlation behavior: a) maximum, b) mean and c) standard deviation, at each well location, 

resulting from GSI process under the different wavelet scenarios.  

 

The aforementioned observations are confirmed when analysing the statistical parameters for each well, 

classified according to used method when estimating the wavelets (Figure 32). Independently of the 

parameters and extraction method, well A-05 show invariant higher maximum local correlation values 

when compared to the other wells. Well A-02 show the lowest mean and maximum values.  
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Wells A-03 to A-05 show less scatter values of standard deviation, independently of the method and 

parameters. While for wells A-01 and A-02 only the statistical method shows this behaviour, although in 

different range values (well A-01 around 0.30 and A-02 around 0.15). For these two wells, CP and RW 

methods show the most scatter behaviour of standard deviation values.  

Statistical wavelets show more stable values of standard deviation, independent of window size used, 

but with values dependent of each well. For well A-01 and A-04 for this method show higher standard 

deviation values.   

Wavelets that used both seismic and well data are more sensitive to seismic and well ties issues showing 

more variability in local correlations. 

From this wavelet group, CP shows less stable mean values for all the wells (Figure 32). However, the 

most important parameter here to considerer is the data variance (standard deviation) from the mean 

values. For this statistical parameter it is observed that for both CP and RW, this value had similar range 

and it is dependent of analysed well (influenced by time depth error that are affecting each well 

individually). Additionally, the fact that the used well set while extracting a representative wavelet 

generated one that is not representative of a particular well context. 

In Figure 33, the maximum and mean local correlation values achieved by GSI using statistical wavelets 

for each well location is shown. In general, wavelets extracted at 500ms time interval show slightly better 

values, but overall the increase or decrease of size of the seismic window is not very significant and 

impacting local correlation values at well location.   

For the CP wavelets, Figure 34, mean local correlations are consistently higher for wavelets that used 

group 1, and for well A-02 was the one that generate higher maximum local correlation values. For wells 

A-03 to A-05, the differences between the sizes of windows were not substantial.  

When compared to RW wavelets resulting local correlation at well location with CP wavelets values, 

under same parametrization, in general the first archived slight higher maximum and mean values 

(Figure 35). 

At reservoir scale, upper and lower reservoir intervals are characterized, at the well location, by different 

local correlation values, where the lower in general is characterized by higher local correlation when 

compared to upper interval (Annex C).  
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Figure 32: Maximum, average and std. deviation, at each well considering all wavelet scenarios, classified by the 

different methods of wavelet estimation.  
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Figure 33: a) Maximum and b) mean local correlation, at each well considering all wavelet scenarios, for the 

statistical method used in the wavelet estimation. Bar representing the different seismic windows (T) and considered 

wavelet phase. Blue dashed trend line (moving average) for statistical wavelet with T of 500ms and 180° degrees 

phase. 

 

Figure 34: a) Maximum and b) mean local correlation, at each well location, considering all CP wavelet. Label values 
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A-05 

for CP wavelets of Group 1. Blue dashed trend line (moving average) for CP wavelet for all wells, orange dashed 

trend line (moving average) for CP wavelet with for wells of group 1, grey dashed trend line (moving average) for 

CP wavelet with for wells of group 2. 

 

Figure 35: a) Maximum and b) mean local correlation, at each well considering all RW wavelet scenarios. Blue 

dashed trend line (moving average) for same wavelet for RW wavelets for all wells and T of 500ms L of 100ms. 

 

The resulting synthetic seismic data that result from the best-fit Ip volumes should reproduce both the 

location and amplitude of the main primary reflections. Analysing the resulting synthetic seismic section 

across the wells (Annex D), in general,  all scenarios accomplish the reproduction of main primary 

reflection except for the wavelet scenario that struggle to reach higher global correlation values (Figure 

36b). An additional comment must be done referred to RW wavelet with longest length (L of 260ms). 

For this time section is observed smooth character of reflection when compared to other scenarios 

(Figure 36a and c). 

In order to compare the differences between recorded and generated best-fit synthetics seismic, the 

residual seismic volumes between them was calculated (Annex E). Residual values around zero stands 

for a situation with no significant amplitude differences between recorded and synthetic seismic 

volumes.  

At well location, residual values close to zero are reflecting that the convolution between reflectivities 

and a specific wavelet is replicating and in agreement to original recorded seismic at these locations. 

This could stand for a proper wavelet selection and a good match between seismic and wells.  
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Figure 36: Synthetic seismic data comparison. a) Statistical wavelet extracted using T of 500ms, L of 100ms and 

180 º phase.  b) CP wavelet extracted using T of 2500ms, L of 100ms and wells from group 2. c) RW wavelet 

extracted using T of 500ms, L of 260ms and all wells.  

 

Figure 37, summarizes the result of seismic residuals from the different wavelet scenarios, at inversion 

model scale, showing individually the mean and standard deviation of residual, classified by method of 

wavelet extraction.   

Mean residual values (Figure 37a) for all the methods are close to zero (between -0.01 to 0.01). From 

standard deviation values, CP wavelets show the highest values followed by the statistical larger seismic 

window. RW wavelets generated seismic residuals with relative lower variance from mean residuals 

when compared to CP method (Figure 37b).   

 

Figure 37: a) Mean and b) Standard deviation of seismic residual values between recorded and the generated 

synthetic seismic volumes, classified by the method used while estimation the wavelets. 
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variance (Figure 38a). For CP method the synthetic seismic that results from wavelet extracted in 

2500ms window using wells from group 2 was the one that showed the highest variance (Figure 38b), 
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wells except for the A-04, where characterized by relatively higher values from the other of this method 

group, but around the general trend of all scenarios.  

 

Figure 38: Standard deviation of seismic residual values, between recorded and generated synthetic seismic 

volumes, classified by the method used while estimation the wavelets. a) Statistical methods, b) constant phase 

and c) Roy White. 

 

Analysing seismic residuals at each well location mean values are around zero except for wells A-01 

and A-03 (Figure 39a), which show more scatter values and high means for particular wavelet scenarios. 

These two wells were more sensitive to the used wavelets than other wells. Even with mean residual 

values close to zero, well A-04 show the highest standard deviation values of residuals, followed by well 

A-02 and wells A-03 and A-05 had the lowest standard deviation values (Figure 39b).   

  

Figure 39: a) mean and b) standard deviation of seismic residuals seismic data, at each well location for all the 

considered wavelet scenarios.  
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In Figure 40, it is possible to identify for each individual well, the mean residual values classified by 

method of wavelet extraction. Statistical wavelets generated synthetic seismic with residuals mean 

values close to zero and all behave similarly and in accordance with the general expected trend (Figure 

40a). The wavelets estimated based on wells had the highest residual mean values especially for wells 

A-01 and A-03. CP wavelets, which were generated by group 2, give the worst residual mean values 

especially for T of 2500ms and T of 100ms and the ones generated by group 1 were especially bad for 

T of 100ms (Figure 40b). For RW wavelets, the higher differences were for the one that only considered 

well A-05, the one with lower phase error associated (Figure 40c).  

 

 

 

Figure 40: Mean residual seismic values, at each well location for the different wavelet scenario, classified by 

wavelets extraction method a) STAT, b) CP and c) RW. 
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values are related in particular to well A-04 and then to A-02. For statistical wavelets, the higher standard 

deviation values are associated to well A-02 and A-04 when considered the larger seismic window 

(Figure 41a). For CP wavelets that used all wells and T of 100ms and 500ms shown the maximum 

standard deviation values (Figure 41b). For RW wavelet with longer length, standard deviation values 

were lower when compared to other RW wavelets scenarios for almost all wells (Figure 41c).    

 

 

 

Figure 41: Standard deviation of residual seismic values, at each well location for each wavelet scenario, classified 

by wavelets extraction method a) STAT, b) CP and c) RW.  
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The resulting distributions were compared, for each resulting best-fit Ip model, and then adjusted the 

variogram models. 

By analysing and comparing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve of well data and the best-

fit resulting Ip models (Figure 42) it is observed that the original distribution is reproduced by the best-

fit inverted models. When looking into detail, there is a particular distribution with quite different 

behaviour at central estimates. This distribution is from the best-fit Ip models that result from RW wavelet 

with longer length of 260ms (T of 500ms and all wells considered).  

Annex I, shows the univariate statistic and histograms of the resulting best-fit Ip models for each wavelet 

scenario. 

 

Figure 42: CDF comparison from upcaled Ip well data and best resulting Ip models under the different wavelets 

scenarios. Red arrow show the curve with different behaviour at central estimate.  

 

Variogram models were adjusted (Annex J), then compared to original variogram models (vertical 

variogram).  

From the Figure 43a, it is possible to interpret that the horizontal variogram models of the best-fit Ip 

model that result from the RW wavelet with the longer length (L of 260ms), showed range values (of the 

first structure) completely out of expected range values. These larger ranges imply a higher spatial 

continuity for larger distances than the original characterized spatial continuity behaviour. Consequently, 

the higher spatial continuity of Ip property incur in a poor characterization (lower resolution) of the true 

rock properties spatially.  

In figure 44, it is compared the relation between the minor and major ranges. It is observed that for the 

longer RW wavelet this decrease when compared to original one, meaning that the part of the anisotropic 

behaviour characterized initially at horizontal plane direction, has not been fully considered in this model. 
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Another interesting observation (Figure 43a), is that larger seismic windows show horizontal range 

values, of the first structure, similar to original horizontal variogram range values, for this same structure. 

The same behaviour is also observed for the Ip models that result from the CP wavelet extracted in the 

smaller size window (T of 100ms) when using wells from group 2.  

From Figure 44, it is observed that these previous scenarios result in range ratio values between 2 and 

3.  

For T of 500ms, the model with ratio range value equal to original one (2) was related to the best-fit Ip 

model that result from RW wavelet considering only well A-05.   

Vertical variogram range value, for well data, is about seven (Figure 43b). This is in average the vertical 

range when considered all models. Few model show vertical ranges above this value, implying in higher 

continuity vertically than the observed from the wells. These models are referred to the originated by 

the:  

i. Statistical wavelets with T of 100ms and 500ms, and L of 100ms; 

ii. CP wavelets with T of  2500ms and L of 100ms, using all wells and wells from group 1 and all 

wells;  

iii. RW wavelets with 500ms and 2500ms using all well, with L of 260ms and 100ms, respectively. 

 

Figure 43: Variogram models range values comparison, from best-fit acoustic impedance resulting models for each 

wavelet scenario and experimental range values. a) Horizontal range values, light red and green circles are related 

to original data. b) Vertical range values, dashed red line represent the average mean values.  

a) b) 
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Figure 44: Range ratio comparison between original horizontal variogram model ranges (red contour line) and the 

resulting from the different wavelet scenarios, classified by seismic window size. 

 

In annex H, it is possible to observe a time slice (for each scenario) inside the reservoir interval and the 

spatial continuity behaviour of Ip property reflected by their variogram models. For most of the time 

slices, Ip models are characterized by two well-defined low Ip values at NW and SE and relative higher 

Ip values characterize the southern portion area, as exemplified in Figure 45a and d.  

The CP wavelet extracted in 2500ms window using wells from group 2 struggle to reproduce some of 

these main features (Figure 45b).  

For resulting Ip map using the smaller size window (100ms) with wells from group 2 and group 1, it is 

noticed that part of the well-defined relatively high Ip values in the south area is inverted and 

characterized by lower values (Figure 45c).   

  

  

Figure 45: Time slice inside reservoir interval comparing best-fit Ip resulting models. a) Statistical wavelet extracted 

using T of 500ms, L of 100ms and 180 º phase.  b) CP wavelet extracted using T of 2500ms, L of 100ms and wells 

from group 2. c) CP wavelet extracted using T of 100ms, L of 100ms and wells from group 2.  d) RW wavelet 

extracted using T of 500ms, L of 260ms and all wells and. Hot colours are related to relative low Ip values while 

cold colours are related to relative high Ip values.  
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Figure 46, compares the mean and standard deviation of each individual resulting best-fit Ip models. 

Mean values from the resulting Ip models are close to original well Ip mean value (Figure 46a). In terms 

of variance from the mean Ip values, it is observed a decrease from the estimated models when 

compared to upscaled and original well data.   All resulting models follow the same trend except for the 

model that result from the RW wavelet with longer length; they are 40% above the average standard 

deviation values. From all wavelets, is clear that the models that result from statistical ones, had more 

similar standard deviation values (Figure 46b). The wavelets estimated based on well data are more 

scattered, depending on the parameters and wells set used, but the most impacting factor seems to be 

the length of wavelet in particularly for RW wavelets. 

  

Figure 46: a) mean and b) standard deviation mean of best-fit Ip models from each wavelet scenario, classified by 

method of extraction to estimate the wavelet.  

 

When examining the median, lower and upper quartiles from the best Ip models (Figure 47), the model 

that result from RW wavelet with longer length is again out of general trend, presenting values below 

the average especially for median and lower quartile (Annex I).  

 

 

Figure 47: a) upper, b) median, and c) lower quartiles of best Ip models resulting from each wavelet scenario, 

classified by method used to estimate the wavelet.  
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One advantage of using a GSI inversion methodology is the ability assess the spatial uncertainty of each 

inverted acoustic impedance models. The spatial uncertainty can be assessed by the interpretation of 

the local correlation volumes (resulting from the comparison between synthetic and recorded seismic) 

or by calculating the variance between the set of inverted acoustic models generated during the last 

iteration. Examining the mean Ip values of last 32 Ip resulting models from each wavelet scenario it is 

observed that they are characterized by close values,  with slight higher values for models related to 

RW wavelets in particular for the long wavelet scenario (Figure 48a).  

As the number of iterations increase, models are expected to become more similar and as consequence 

should have less variability between, for same wavelets scenario. The set of models, in last iteration, 

that showed large standard deviation values, meaning larger variability were related to the larger CP 

wavelet  with T of 2500ms, L of 100ms and considering wells from group 2 followed by the statistical 

wavelet also with T of 2500ms (Figure 48b). This is reflecting that, for these particular wavelets, Ip 

models generated in last iteration have more variability and this is reflecting a higher uncertainty when 

compared to other models. Related to RW wavelets, Ip models generated by the wavelet that did not 

considered well A-04, was the one with higher variability associated, while the longer RW wavelet 

(considering all wells) generate models with lowest standard deviation values, meaning that Ip models 

from last iteration shown to equal and close to average value and reflecting less uncertainty associated. 

Models that were generated by statistical wavelets with larger window size show lower maximum values 

when compared to other and higher minimums values, around 10% below and above the average, 

respectively, (Figure 48c and d). The CP wavelet (T of 2500ms and wells’ of group 2) show maximum 

values around 5% above the average trend. 

  

  

Figure 48: a) mean, b) standard deviation, c) maximum and d) minimum of last 32 Ip resulting models from each 

wavelet scenario, classified by method used to estimate the wavelet.  
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In annex G, it is presented the section across all the available wells showing the standard deviation 

behaviour of last iteration, for each wavelet scenario. The reservoir interval is characterized by lower 

values while the bottom of inversion model (below the approximated reservoir base) is characterized by 

higher values speciality at bottom of well A-04 (Figure 49). RW wavelets are not characterizing the 

shallow portion of models (zone 1) with middle to high variability character as the other wavelets 

extracted with statistical and CP method (Figure 49c). 

  

 

Figure 49: Standard deviation section comparison, considering models of last iteration. a) Statistical wavelet 

extracted using T of 500ms, L of 100ms and 180 º phase.  b) CP wavelet extracted using T of 2500ms, L of 100ms 

and wells from group 2. c) RW wavelet extracted using T of 500ms, L of 260ms and all wells. Dark blue colours are 

related to high standard deviation values while white colours to low values.  

 

5.1.1. GSI summary  

The global correlation coefficient was very close for almost all the tested wavelet scenarios, but with 

some particularities. There is a variation of 39% from the worst and best global correlations (0.92 and 

0.53), but if not considered the most unreliable wavelet the lower performance is around 0.81 and the 

variation of global correlation is around 10%. 

When performed GSI inversion using a statistical wavelet estimated in a seismic window close to the 

inversion interval, best global correlation values are achieved when compared to statistical wavelets 

estimated in much larger and smaller windows (Figure 27). It was also observed that statistical wavelets 

obtained with smaller seismic window (with the same wavelet length proportion and with spectral smooth 

parameter, bT, value of 3  below the ideal range value of 6) result in global correlation values higher 

than when considering the largest seismic window (with bT value of 85).  

For wavelets estimated based on both wells and seismic data, RW method provided wavelets that reach 

higher global performances than CP method (under same T, L and used wells). The difference between 

the global correlation values is going to decrease as the seismic window become larger (assuming same 

well set and wavelet length).  

Wavelets that use well data care is necessary since this type of wavelets are dealing with other sources 

of uncertainty, related to quality of seismic and well ties issues. RW wavelet had the advantage of 

a) b) 

c) 
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generating diagnostic parameters important to assess the quality of well ties, and estimate the phase 

error allowing selecting the most reliability and adequate one for the inversion process. With these 

parameters it is also possible to compare wavelets based on both amplitude and phase spectra.   

When considered the same seismic window of 500ms and all wells, it was observed that when varying 

the wavelet length (60, 100 and 260ms), RW wavelets generate similar global correlation values. The 

main differences occur at beginning of GSI process, where shorter lengths (60ms) show relative high 

global values when compared to longer lengths (100 and 260ms).  Caution should be taken for long 

wavelets since they are over-fitted to the data incorporating more noise and treating it as part of the 

seismic reflection, whereas the short wavelets are over smoothed. 

It is also noticed that in particularly for RW wavelets extracted with 2500ms seismic window size with a 

poor goodness of fit but high accuracy (12° phase error), had generated slightly higher global correlation 

values when compared to its equivalent CP wavelet, considering L of 100ms and all available wells 

(Figure 27).  

Wavelets estimated by different well sets are going to generate different global correlations depending 

of wavelet extraction method used and seismic window size. 

Related to local correlation coefficients it is observed that mean local correlation values are much lower 

at well location than when considered all seismic traces local correlation values (Figures 28a and 31b), 

and standard deviation values are almost the double from all seismic traces values (Figure 28b and 

Figure 31c).  

Even when considered statistical wavelets, well A-02 is consistently giving the poorest local correlation 

values and with lower standard deviation (Figure 32), characterized by more scatter values of maximum 

and standard deviation (Figure 31a and c), showing that this well is more sensitive to the used wavelet. 

Even with better mean correlation values than the previous referred, wells A-01 and A-04 show scatter 

behaviour and some of the highest of standard deviation values (Figure 32). These three wells are 

located nearby and probable sharing more localized geological in similarities.   

Wells A-04 and A-02 show the highest standard deviation values of seismic residuals (Figure 39b). Well 

A-04 even not characterized in general as the worst local correlation value, at this location is where it 

was generated the seismic residual values more disperse from the zero mean values. When  the multi-

well analysis was used (Figure 26), it was identified that well A-04 was the one with less correlation 

between generated synthetic and recorded seismic reflecting potential reflecting tie issues (higher time 

shift value recommended to minimize time-depth table error). While well A-05 was the one with most 

stable behaviour in terms of agreement between the all generated synthetic seismic and the available 

recorded seismic data.  

At inversion model scale, wavelets extracted using larger seismic window show the lowest and highest 

variability of local correlation, depending on the method and selected wells (Figure 30). For wavelets 

extracted using CP method it should be taken in consideration the set of wells used being more impactful 

when considered larger seismic windows. RW method showed the lowest dispersion of local correlation 
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and the higher mean values. Emphasizing the fact that the majority of RW scenarios are related to same 

window size. It is observed that the longest RW wavelet length (260ms), the dispersion of local 

correlation from the mean value increased when compared to smaller lengths, while mean local 

correlation values were almost the same (Figure 30e and f). For this type of wavelets, when kept 

constant the wavelet length and increased the size of extraction window, the wavelet estimated in the 

largest window results in highest mean with less dispersion of local correlation, between the synthetic 

the original seismic data. It is necessary to be aware these high local correlations are associated to a 

wavelet with a poor goodness of fit but at same time good range of accuracy.  

When analysed, all the synthetic data volumes that result from GSI process and their differences with 

recorded seismic, the least reliable wavelet characterized by an asymmetry in main loop, is the one that 

result in more seismic residual variable values (Figure 37b). This scenario was where global correlation 

struggled to reach the general trend of other wavelets. Nevertheless, this wavelet was able to reproduce 

the original spatial continuity and distribution function. 

Related to resulting best-fit acoustic impedance models, the original distribution function and spatial 

continuity patterns were reproduced by most best selected Ip models. The one that result from RW 

wavelet with longest wavelet length (with higher phase error of 14°) resulted in more a distinct character 

(Figure 42 and 43a). At this stage it is possible to infer that long wavelet length, at least for RW method, 

is potentially compromising  the reproduction of original distribution function and spatial continuity, while 

using GSI seismic inversion, although with high values of global and local correlations. This wavelet is 

over-fitted to the seismic data (incorporating more noise) generating a smoother acoustic model with 

longer spatial continuities and more homogenous features, with a clear attenuation effect.  

When considering the variability from the last iteration (Figure 48b) the asymmetric unreliable wavelet 

that was generated in the larger seismic section using only wells from group 2 and using the CP methods 

is where more variability is observed. Based on global and local correlation behaviour it is possible to 

infer that this wavelet scenario is generating Ip models with the high uncertain associated.  

It is clear that the parametrization used in the wavelet estimation process has an impact in the resulting 

acoustic impedance models, while using GSI inversion methodology. It were generated different 

acoustic impedance models and most of them honoured the original data characteristics as spatial 

continuity and the distribution function. The study of the range of possibilities should show which features 

of the impedance model are well constrained (and therefore found in all models) and which are poorly 

determined (showing high variability from one model to another). Here the wavelets that struggle to 

reproduce the recorded seismic (unreliable wavelets time response) are generating models with much 

higher variability, reflecting greater uncertainties than remain models.  

 

5.2. MDS analysis  

More than just a set of different Ip models that provide the best probable geological models of the studied 

area, it is essential to assess the uncertainties associated with these different models and understand 
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how they converge toward the reality and explore the parameter model space. This is possible by using 

MDS over the set of inverted Ip models (Azevedo et al., 2014). 

Figure 50, represents the eigenvalues that reflect the amount of variability that can be explained by each 

eigenvector, with number of dimensions considered.  Here, an exponential decrease is observed while 

increasing the number the dimensions. The first two dimensions of the MDS space allow explaining 

about 76% of the initial variance of the ensemble of models considered.  

By plotting the different resulting acoustic impedance models (best-fit acoustic impedance models and 

mean, maximum, minimum of last iteration) in the MDS space, as individual points (Figure 51), it is 

easily perceptible that the GSI inversion algorithm, under variable wavelets and constant well and 

seismic data, is generating models that are in general clustered. Few scenarios show be less similar 

from the models inside the main cluster areas.  

 

Figure 50: Representation of the amount of variability that can be explained by each eigenvector. 

 

From Figure 51 is observed that: 

i. Minimum acoustic impedance values from last iteration are characterized by a well-defined 

cluster area. RW wavelet with the longest  length (L: 260ms) extracted in a seismic window of 

500ms and using all available wells, generated a minimum model that is out of this defined 

cluster, showing less similarity from other models. This model is related to one of the highest 

global and local correlations (for all seismic traces) and models of last iteration that result from 

this wavelet had lowest standard deviation value.  Since reservoir interval is characterized by 

low impedance values, all models except for the long RW are equally or similarly characterising 

the range of impedance values related the reservoir interval.  It is also observed that statistical 

wavelets are generating similar minimum Ip models. 

ii. Maximum values are in general more spread out than minimum, but also with a well-defined 

cluster area with few outer points. The model that result from the CP wavelet extracted in the 

larger seismic window (T of 2500ms and L of 100ms) and using wells from group 2 is located in 

different regions of space. This model was the one with the lowest global and local correlation 
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values and the models of last iteration that result from this wavelet had highest standard 

deviation value. Two other models, which result from the smaller seismic window (T of 100ms 

using either wells from group 2 or group1), are less similar due to the position relatively to the 

potential cluster area.  It is also observed that in general statistical wavelets are generating 

similar maximum Ip model, with the less similar the one that result from the larger seismic 

window (T of 2500ms). 

iii. Best-fit Ip models and mean (of last iteration) are represented as one well-defined alignment. It 

make sense that best models and mean Ip from the last iteration, behave similarly (represented 

as a unique cluster area) since the variability between models of last iteration is expected to be 

low. Only one particular wavelet is generating best-fit model out of this cluster. This is the 

resulting from the CP wavelet with larger seismic window and using wells from group 2 (G2) 

(outermost one), the same that struggles to generate higher global correlation values. For the 

mean models, the one that is out of cluster is the RW wavelet with the longest length with global 

correlation values inside the average trend.  

  

Figure 51: MDS plots for best resulting Ip models (red), mean (green), maximum (yellow) and minimum (pink) of 

last 32 simulations of the sixth last iteration. Diamond shape (CP method), square (RW method) circle (statistical 

method) with 76% of variability being explained. G2 referred to wells from group 2 and G1 to wells from group 1. 

 

Best-fit models character observed in MDS plot, has congruency with standard deviation analyse from 

the last iteration process (Figure 48b). In that previous analyse it was already identified that CP wavelet 

with larger seismic window and using wells from group 2 (the same that struggle to generate higher 
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global correlation values) generate the models with higher level of uncertainties associate due to the 

higher variability between models of last iteration.  

Standard deviation values for last iteration analyse also show that RW wavelet with the longest length 

(global correlation values above the average trend) shows the lowest dispersion (Figure 48b) meaning 

that the generated models were very similar to mean value. However, median value of best-fit Ip model 

is below the general trend (Figure 47b) and standard deviation value above the general trend (Figure 

46a and b). It is secure to affirm that this model is less similar in terms of mean values and generated 

smoother acoustic model with longer spatial continuities and more homogenous features.  

In Figure 52, it is shown on the MDS space only the best-fit acoustic impedance models and they are 

classified by the used method of wavelet extraction. In this figure, black circles represent best-fit Ip 

models resulting from statistical wavelets. It seems that models that result from this method are defining 

or at least near the limits of the main cluster area. The models obtained by the wavelets extracted in the 

seismic window of 2500ms and 500ms (with 180 phase) show higher relative distance between them 

implying in less similar models. The model extracted in the smaller window of 100ms is located in the 

most central part of cluster.  

Blue diamonds (Figure 52) represent best-fit models resulting from CP wavelets. These models are 

reflecting a much larger spectrum of dissimilarities when compared to RW and statistical wavelets 

related best-fit models.  Beside the outermost model (right side area of plot) related to the wavelet 

characterized by an asymmetric main loop, there are three other models out of cluster limit area. They 

are the resulting from seismic window of 100ms and 500ms (both using wells from group 1) and seismic 

window of 100ms using wells from group 2. It must be taken in consideration that this larger spectrum 

of dissimilarities are reflecting the impact of wavelets uncertainties level, especially for unreliable wavelet 

scenarios, in the exploration of the real parameters models space. 

Red squares (Figure 52) represent best-fit models resulting from RW wavelets. It is observed that 

models that result from this method are localized in the central area of cluster and consequently showing 

more similarities between them.   From this group, the model that resulted from the wavelet that did not 

consider well A-04 is the outermost one (upper right from this particular method cluster area), while the 

models that result from wavelets with 60ms and 260ms length where very similar. For this type of 

wavelets, diagnostic parameters are very important to select the most adequate wavelet to be used in 

the inversion process, since inadequate wavelets generate Ip models that are similar to models 

generated with most reliable wavelets.   

In Figure 53, models are classified by the size of seismic window used to estimate the wavelets. It is 

observed that models that result from wavelets with the shortest seismic window, T of 100ms (pink 

circles), tend to be apart from each other, with less similarity between then.  

Related to the larger seismic window (cyan circles), from five models, three of them are located in the 

central area of the cluster or at least near the gravity point area, and both RW and CP wavelets, using 

all wells for this window, generate models that present almost zero difference between them.   
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Models that result from seismic window of 500ms (yellow circles) show more similarities between them 

in general, with the outermost model related to CP wavelet generated using wells from group 1 (Figure 

53).  

Figure 52: MDS plots with 76% of variability being explained, for best-fit Ip models classified by the method used 

for wavelet estimation. Dashed grey circle referred to the approximated cluster area. G2 referred to wells from group 

2 and G1 to wells from group 1. 

 

Figure 53:  MDS plots with 76% of variability being explained, for best resulting Ip models classified by seismic 

window size (T) used for estimating the different wavelet. Pink circle shape (T: 100ms), yellow circle (T: 500ms) and 

cyan circle (T: 2500ms). Dashed grey circles representing high similar models. 
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5.2.1. MDS summary 

The purpose of using the MDS is to quantify the dissimilarities and consequently uncertainties, between 

the resulting acoustic impedance models using GSI inversion methodology under different wavelet 

scenarios and characterized by different uncertainties due to the estimation process.  

Considering that all parameters were kept constant during GSI inversion and only wavelets were 

changed, MDS plots are reflecting how the model parameter space has being explored under the use 

of wavelet with different uncertainties. The most dissimilar best-fit Ip model is related to an unreliable 

wavelet. This model is reflecting more the uncertainties of estimation process itself than reflecting any 

wavelet alteration due to lithological and fluid changes.  

Bandwidth of seismic data controls vertical resolution. If it is used during the inversion processes a 

“representative” wavelet characterized by time response that is reflecting a gap of seismic bandwidth 

(main wavelet loop poorly defined) inside seismic bandwidth interval, resulting synthetic seismic is going 

to struggle to replicate the original recorded seismic and this is going to be reflected  in both global and 

local correlation. Generated Ip models, under these circumstances, are characterized as being highly 

uncertain, not reflecting the real subsurface physical properties and leading to incorrect estimations 

(Figure 52). This was proved by using CP wavelets with a time response with those characteristics and 

characterised has the most dissimilar Ip models from the all obtained.  

When reliable wavelets scenarios are considered, more coherency and between models is observed 

and a proper model parameter exploration is made. 

From the selected RW wavelets scenarios it is observed that they are showing more similarities between 

then, while CP wavelets are showing a more scattered behaviour. With RW, it is possible to compare 

wavelets amplitude and phase spectra, the accuracy is measured, and well ties can be assessed relative 

to the accuracy required for inversion process. It must be taken in consideration that best-fit Ip model 

that result from RW wavelet with long length, even showing similarities in MDS space to other models, 

is characterized by higher spatial continuity than the original spatial continuity model with a clear 

attenuation effect. Additionally, from the available diagnostic parameters b/B relation is below the ideal 

range and is associated to the highest phase error considered (table 4). In MDS plot, mean Ip model of 

last iteration, related to this long wavelet is out of the identified cluster (Figure 51). Long wavelets are 

over-fitted to the data incorporating more noise, this can explain the high global and local correlation 

from the resulting synthetic and recorded seismic data. For this particular wavelet, the noise is 

considered as real data and the models generated are not reflecting these uncertainties.  Additionally, 

with this wavelet algorithm, synthetic seismogram are properly aligned and truncation effects are 

minimized. There is a higher influence of this type of wavelet in the GSI process not reflecting the 

uncertainties properly and generating smooth representation of reality.  

In MDS plot there are overlapped models, originated from wavelets that are independent of method of 

extraction and parametrization used (Figure 53).  The statistical wavelets (with different seismic windows 

and same adequate wavelet length) are clearly generating models not showing high similarities between 
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them as other models situations and  are  defining the approximate limit of the well-defined cluster area. 

This is reflecting an average  behaviour of these resulting Ip models when compared to other methods,  

especially from the models that result from wavelets estimated by using CP method, that generate more 

spread out models  reflecting more dissimilarity.  

 

5.3. Assessment of wavelet length 

As discussed, the resulting best-fit Ip model obtained by the long RW wavelet (seismic window T of 

500ms, wavelet length L of 260ms and using all available wells) did not reproduce the original spatial 

continuity pattern, resulting in a smooth representation of the true subsurface acoustic impedance 

characteristics, but with high global and local correlation achieved during GSI inversion process. 

Additionally, in the MDS space this best-fit Ip model was not characterised as being dissimilar from the 

other models. Only when considered the mean Ip model generated in last iteration, was possible 

characterize this model as being less similar from the other mean models.  

Trying to understand if longer CP wavelet length would behave similarly, generating a best-fit model 

characterized by low uncertainties and generating a smooth representation of realty, it was estimated 

an additional CP wavelet scenario for a time interval of 500ms and length of 260ms, using all available 

wells to perform GSI inversion.  

The amplitude spectrum of this wavelet has lower side lobes oscillations than their RW equivalent 

(Annex B). Both frequency spectrum are similar and characterized by a frequency content decrease 

between 50-60 Hz, but not as severe as the CP wavelet using wells from group 2 (with T of 2500ms and 

L of 100ms). The estimated phase was - 40°. Global correlation, achieved by GSI in last iteration was 

0.74, around 18% below the maximum reached global value and of 15 % below their equivalent RW 

wavelet (Figure 54).  

Related to local correlation, considering all seismic traces, the generated model with this wavelet had 

the second highest variability and the second lowest mean local correlation value from CP’s group, after 

the CP wavelet with T of 2500ms L of 100ms and using wells from group 2 (Figure 55a and b).   

As expected, the shallow inversion portion of the models is characterized by low local correlation values, 

in contrary to longer RW wavelet (Annex C). This wavelet show maximum local correlation at A-02 and 

A-04 wells location (Figure 55c). 

This CP wavelet show mean residual seismic values following the general trend for the entire inversion 

model but with the second highest variability, after the CP wavelet larger seismic window and shorter 

length, using wells from group 2 ( Figure 56a and b).  
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Figure 54: Global correlation archived from GSI inversion process when used a CP wavelet with longer length. 

Comparison with their equivalent RW wavelet and the worst global values achieved. 

 

 

 

Figure 55: a) Mean local correlation for all the seismic traces b) standard deviation of local correlation for all the 

seismic traces c) maximum local correlation at each well location; only considering CP method. 
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Figure 56: a) seismic residual mean values; b) seismic residual standard deviation values at seismic inversion scale; 

light blue circle related to CP wavelet with L of 260ms.  

 

The experimental variogram of resulting best-fit Ip model has a vertical range around five samples when 

compared to other scenarios, while their RW equivalent showed one of the highest. Related to horizontal 

range values, they were similar to other models ( e.g. to the ones that result from statistical wavelet with 

T of 100ms and L of 100ms; and RW wavelet  with T of 500m and  L of 60ms for all wells), and relatively 

much close to the original ranges (30% and 43% below the original ranges). In contrary, the similar RW 

wavelet showed major and minor ranges, 55% and 60 % above original variogram range values, 

respectively.   

Median, upper and lower quartiles follow same general trend as other models, unlike RW wavelet 

equivalent, that is out of general trend and the original (Annex I).  

For this particular wavelet, Ip models generated in last iteration had the second highest standard 

deviation values and reflecting higher uncertainties than the similar longer RW wavelet characterized by 

the lowest standard deviation values  and mean value inside the general trend ( Figure 57a and b).  

 

Figure 57: a) Ip mean values for the last iteration, b) Ip standard deviation values for the last iteration; light blue 

circle related to CP wavelet with L of 260ms. Dashed lines related to upper quartile (232) and lower quartile (188) 

of standard deviation.   
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From the upper quartile value of standard deviation values of last iteration (Figure 57b), it is possible to 

identify the models with higher uncertainties. They are clearly more associated to models that result 

from CP wavelets. Statistical wavelet extracted using the larger seismic window also generated models 

with higher uncertainty associated. As these two methods of extraction have same principles this 

observation in coherent. RW wavelets are generating models that are characterized by standard 

deviation values inside the lower quartile, while the statistical wavelets are in general associated to 

median values of variability. 

Assessing exclusively the global and local correlation coefficient between synthetic and real seismic, 

and the variance of generated models in last iteration, helps in the evaluation of uncertainties from the 

resulting GSI inversion models.  Here we must consider that spatial continuity and the distribution 

function of the original is honoured.   

From the above previous analyse, it is observed that CP wavelets, reflecting high uncertainties, are the 

ones with T of 2500ms, L of 100ms ( using wells from group 2) and followed by the one estimated in T 

of 500ms, L of 260ms (using all wells).  

Long CP and RW wavelets lengths are affecting GSI inversion products differently. RW wavelets with 

longer length show high global correlation and generate best-fit Ip model characterized by smoother 

features with less uncertainty associated, while CP wavelets give lower global correlation but at the 

same time reproduce better original spatial continuity and function distribution. With this last method, 

ambiguities are avoided and uncertainties, related to wavelet estimation, are properly expressed 

reflecting how true parameters models space are being explored.  
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6. Final remarks 

After all the accomplished analysis, some remarks can be made:  

i. We must consider that while estimating wavelets, the selected parameters need to be consistent 

and in accordance with main objectives, independent of used method. The proper selection of 

all parameters, at the same time, would generate reliable wavelets; otherwise, they will 

contribute highly in the models uncertainties, not reflecting the real subsurface physical 

properties leading to incorrect estimations.  

ii. It is important to use wavelets that reflect the real seismic bandwidth as much as possible 

otherwise, the generated synthetic seismic data is going to struggle to reach the objective during 

the GSI process resulting in high uncertain Ip models;  

iii. Both global and local correlation values are going to be affected by the use of wavelets with 

different uncertainties associated, depending of the used parametrization and estimation 

method. If not considered the most unreliable wavelet scenarios variation of global correlation 

is around 10%. 

iv. Moreover, global and local correlations are going to be more sensitive to CP wavelets than 

RW’s. When convoluted RW wavelets with generate acoustic impedance models, especially for 

the longest, the resulting synthetic data agrees with the recorded seismic data,  generating 

higher global correlations and less dispersive mean local correlations. The seismic match is to 

a point that resulting best-fit acoustic impedance models are a smooth representation (mean 

representation) of the original spatial continuity and distribution function. Uncertainty related to 

them are not truly reflected and ambiguities are created. Models that result from CP wavelets 

reflect the uncertainties associated to estimation process more. 

v. With MDS plots, it is possible to identify the similarities between generated acoustic models and 

understand how real subsurface acoustic properties are being explored, under different wavelet 

situations, with different uncertainties associated due to the estimation process.  

vi. Their individual uncertainties are reflected in the resulting acoustic models with higher impact 

for wavelets extracted with constant phase, while statistical wavelets are reflecting a mean 

behaviour and Roy White generates more similar models and more concentred around the 

centre of the cluster area; 

vii. RW method has the benefit of generating diagnostic parameters allowing to assess wavelets 

reliability and estimate phase errors. With these parameters, it is possible to compare the 

wavelets based on amplitude and phase spectra, while in time domain there is no easy way of 

comparing wavelets.  

viii. Statistical wavelets estimated with proper seismic window and wavelet length could be 

considered as a starting point for any inversion process and uncertainty assessment. 

Additionally, with this method accurate estimation can be still achieved even in the presence of 

noise.  
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Any seismic inversion use both seismic and well data as inputs with the link between them being a 

wavelet. It is important to use one that should be the most reliable and adequate to achieve main 

inversion goals, and their uncertainties throughout the estimation process should not affect negatively 

in the task of real subsurface parameters exploration.  

For this work, several wavelet scenarios, estimated under different parametrization and methods, were 

considered to perform GSI inversion. GSI inversion methodology together with MDS proves to be a 

powerful tool to assess and quantify the uncertainties associated to generated models under different 

wavelet scenarios, with different uncertainties associated and help understanding how the real 

parameters spaces are being explored. 

When unreliable wavelets are used, in particular for wavelets extracted using constant phase method 

(CP), synthetic data generated during the GSI process struggled to reproduce the recorded original 

seismic data, and generated high uncertain best-fit Ip models. This increase in uncertainties are not only 

reflecting the uncertainties of rock properties but are highly affected by the uncertainties associated to 

wavelet estimation process itself. The high uncertainty of the wavelet is compromising the convergence 

in the inversion process, impairing the ability to explore the real model parameter space. 

In the MDS plot, best-fit acoustic impedance models that result from statistical wavelets are reflecting a 

mean behaviour of real parameter’s characteristics, while Roy White (RW) wavelets generate models 

that are more similar and more concentred around the centre of the cluster area in this type of plots.  CP 

wavelets had higher impact in the uncertainties of resulting models. 

Wavelet length must but selected carefully since shorter wavelet lengths reproduce a smoother 

amplitude spectrum and a less oscillatory time-domain wavelet, while longer lengths tend to over fit the 

seismic, being subject to noise effects and generate more oscillatory amplitude spectrum.  

When the stationarity assumption related to phase is considered, while estimating representative 

wavelets, and in accordance to main inversion interval objectives, longer lengths wavelets generate 

best-fit Ip models with distinct behaviours. This depends of the used method of extraction. Long RW 

wavelet generated smooth best-fit Ip model and compromises the reproduction of the original spatial 

continuity and distribution function. Besides that, it shows similarities to other generated models in MDS 

plots, which honoured the original spatial continuity and distribution function. In contrary, using the 

equivalent CP wavelet, the resulting best-fit Ip model was able to reproduce more the original spatial 

continuity patterns and distribution function, and uncertainties were properly reflected and assessed. 

It must be keep in mind that uncertainty assessment is a difficult task and is affected by many factors. 

This assessment should evolve according to stage of knowledge and main goals. As the number of 

variables is increased (subject to their own uncertainties) to evaluate and assess the real model 

parameters, our understanding of how the true geological subsurface parameters are been explored 

increases. 
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Finally, the use of different partial stack seismic data is recommended to estimate preferable wavelet 

scenarios, in agreement to the ones already tested in GSI (same method and parametrization), and to 

evaluate how these uncertainties are going to be reflected in GEI inversion elastic models and assess 

quantify uncertainties with MDS tool. Additionally, multi-dimensional space can be modelled using kernel 

techniques, with main purpose of identify pattern, according to wavelet extraction method and 

parametrization, which are not possible to be identified with the traditional MDS methodology. Define 

the most adequate wavelet to perform future and more complex seismic inversion to this particular data 

set and objective. 
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9. Annexes 

Annex A – Diagnostic parameters and phase error for wavelets extracted using Roy White 

Algorithm under different parametrization (T and L) and their corresponding CP wavelet.  

T(ms) L(ms) Wells 
CP 

Phase
(°) 

RW 
Phase

(°) 
PEP RMSE 

BW 
(Hz) 

b/B bT 
MSE 

(°) 

2500 

60 

A-01 -158 -165 0,28 0,04 81,89 0,69 142 7,9 

A-02 -121 -133 0,41 0,02 88,71 0,64 142 6,0 

A-03 -27 156 0,12 0,12 86,39 0,66 142 13,7 

A-04 133 152 0,26 0,04 84,47 0,67 142 8,3 

A-05 151 157 0,22 0,05 100,33 0,57 142 9,2 

All wells -4 -176 0,26 0,06 88,36 0,64 142 10,1 

100 

A-01 -157 -156 0,31 0,06 82,18 0,41 85 9,7 

A-02 -121 -123 0,43 0,03 88,74 0,38 85 7,5 

A-03 -25 -40 0,13 0,17 86,33 0,39 85 16,5 

A-04 129 103 0,30 0,06 84,34 0,40 85 9,8 

A-05 150 156 0,24 0,08 100,34 0,34 85 11,4 

All wells -4 -146 0,28 0,09 88,39 0,39 85 12,2 

A01,A02&A04 -49 -152 0,32 0,05 85,13 0,40 85 9,4 

A03&A05 62 133 0,18 0,12 93,34 0,37 85 13,8 

A01,A02&A03 -87 -111 0,26 0,08 85,81 0,40 85 11,7 

A04&A05 145 129 0,26 0,09 92,33 0,37 85 11,8 

140 

A-01 -157 -157 0,33 0,07 82,48 0,30 61 10,9 

A-02 -121 -129 0,44 0,04 88,62 0,27 61 8,5 

A-03 -26 -39 0,14 0,22 86,20 0,28 61 18,9 

A-04 100 98 0,33 0,07 84,04 0,29 61 10,8 

A-05 149 158 0,26 0,10 100,34 0,24 61 12,9 

All wells -11 -176 0,30 0,12 88,34 0,28 61 13,9 

200 

A-01 -156 -158 0,35 0,09 82,37 0,21 43 12,4 

A-02 -121 -129 0,46 0,06 88,57 0,19 43 9,8 

A-03 -26 54 0,15 0,29 86,16 0,20 43 21,9 

A-04 128 93 0,36 0,09 83,11 0,21 43 12,2 

A-05 151 160 0,28 0,13 100,33 0,17 43 14,7 

All wells -4 -173 0,32 0,16 88,11 0,19 43 16,0 

500 

60 

A-01 -155 -169 0,61 0,07 83,63 0,68 28 10,3 

A-02 -133 -140 0,69 0,05 89,40 0,64 28 8,7 

A-03 -116 -151 0,67 0,05 114,76 0,49 28 9,1 

A-04 132 173 0,55 0,08 89,08 0,64 28 11,6 

A-05 161 168 0,71 0,04 124,14 0,46 28 8,1 

All wells -23 -163 0,65 0,06 100,20 0,57 28 9,8 

100 

A-01 -155 -161 0,66 0,09 83,65 0,41 17 11,8 

A-02 -132 -134 0,71 0,07 89,40 0,38 17 10,7 

A-03 -113 -120 0,74 0,06 114,76 0,30 17 9,8 

A-04 129 159 0,59 0,12 88,94 0,38 17 13,9 

A-05 162 165 0,77 0,05 124,14 0,27 17 9,0 

All wells -21 -154 0,70 0,08 100,18 0,34 17 11,5 

All – A04 -60 -151 0,72 0,07 102,99 0,33 17 10,5 

A01,A02&A03 -133 -140 0,71 0,07 95,94 0,36 17 10,9 

A04&A05 145 164 0,68 0,09 106,54 0,32 17 12,2 

A01,A02&A04 -52 -151 0,65 0,09 87,33 0,39 17 12,4 

A03&A05 24 -173 0,76 0,05 119,45 0,29 17 9,4 

140 

A-01 -157 -163 0,71 0,10 83,65 0,29 12 12,6 

A-02 -133 -135 0,72 0,09 89,40 0,27 12 12,2 

A-03 -116 -118 0,77 0,07 114,76 0,21 12 10,8 
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A-04 96 157 0,65 0,13 88,19 0,28 12 14,4 

A-05 162 166 0,81 0,06 124,14 0,20 12 9,5 

All wells -30 -154 0,72 0,10 100,03 0,24 12 12,6 

200 

A-01 -174 -163 0,76 0,11 83,65 0,20 9 13,3 

A-02 -133 -136 0,76 0,10 89,40 0,19 9 13,1 

A-03 -117 -118 0,80 0,09 114,76 0,15 9 11,9 

A-04 123 38 0,71 0,14 86,90 0,20 9 15,1 

A-05 163 168 0,85 0,06 124,14 0,14 9 9,7 
 All wells -27 -152 0,78 0,10 99,77 0,17 9 12,9 

260 All wells -40 -151 0,81 0,11 99,76 0,17 7 13,6 
 300 All wells -39 -151 0,82 0,12 99,76 0,17 6 14,2 

300ms 

60 

A-01 158 89 0,51 0,22 86,21 0,66 17 19,1 

A-02 -175 68 0,33 0,47 89,80 0,63 17 27,8 

A-03 -121 -169 0,57 0,18 116,65 0,49 17 17,2 

A-04 53 55 0,28 0,60 114,23 0,50 17 31,4 
 A-05 152 -178 0,56 0,18 127,47 0,45 17 17,2 
 All wells 13 120 0,45 0,37 106,87 0,53 17 24,8 

100 

A-01 173 91 0,63 0,23 86,21 0,40 10 19,3 

A-02 121 44 0,58 0,29 89,80 0,38 10 21,7 

A-03 -117 -177 0,62 0,24 116,65 0,29 10 19,6 

A-04 51 -62 0,53 0,35 114,23 0,30 10 23,9 

A-05 152 107 0,67 0,19 127,47 0,27 10 17,8 

All wells 76 121 0,61 0,26 106,87 0,32 10 20,8 

140 

A-01 176 124 0,07 0,27 86,21 0,28 7 21,2 

A-02 126 37 0,63 0,32 89,80 0,27 7 22,8 

A-03 -159 176 0,67 0,27 116,65 0,21 7 21,0 

A-04 119 -48 0,52 0,50 114,23 0,21 7 28,6 

A-05 151 104 0,67 0,27 124,47 0,20 7 20,9 
 All wells 82 134 0,63 0,34 106,87 0,23 7 23,5 

200 

A-01 173 121 0,73 0,29 86,21 0,198 5 21,9 

A-02 -165 25 0,61 0,50 89,80 0,19 5 28,7 

A-03 -130 174 0,63 0,47 116,65 0,15 5 27,6 

A-04 117 -47 0,50 0,78 114,23 0,15 5 35,8 

A-05 151 82 0,63 0,46 124,47 0,14 5 27,6 

All wells 29 145 0,62 0,53 106,87 0,16 5 29,4 
 100 All wells 2      3 - 

100 60 All wells -62      6 - 
 50 All wells 9      7  
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Annex B – Time and frequency spectrum of selected wavelets scenarios.  

STAT 

T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 

  
T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 0 T: 100ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 

  
CP 

T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 
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T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All wells T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells* 

  

RW  

T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All well T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 
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T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All wells T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells 

  
T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well A-05 T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells – A-04 

  

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 

 

Annex C – Resulting local correlation for all seismic traces and best-fit Ip models section 

crossing all used wells, for all wavelet scenarios. 

Local correlation Best-fit Ip model 

STAT_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180° 

  
STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180° 

  
STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 0° 
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STAT_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180° 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All wells 
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CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells* 

  
RW_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well A-05 
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RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells- A-04 

  

  

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 

 

Annex D – Resulting synthetic seismic data section, crossing all well locations (in time), for all 

wavelet scenarios. 

STAT_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 

  
STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 0 STAT_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 
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CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells* 

  

RW_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All well RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All wells RW_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well A-05 RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells – A-04 

  

 

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 

 

Annex E – Seismic residuals, between recorded and synthetic seismic data, section crossing all 

well locations, for all wavelet scenarios. 

STAT_ T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 
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STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 0 STAT_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells * 

 
 

RW_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All well RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 
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RW_T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All wells RW_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well A-05 RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells – A-04 

  

 
 

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 

 

Annex F – Time slice inside zone 2 (reservoir interval) of resulting synthetic seismic data, for all 

wavelet scenarios. 

STAT_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 

  
STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 0 STAT_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 
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CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells* 
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RW_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All well RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All wells RW_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well A-05 RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells -A04 

  

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 

 

Annex E – Standard deviation section crossing all well locations, which result from last iteration, 

for all wavelet scenarios. 

STAT_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 

  
STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 0 STAT_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180 
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CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells* 

  

RW_ T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All well RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All wells RW_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells 
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RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well A-05 RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells – A-04 

  

 

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 

 

Annex H – Time slice, inside zone 2, of resulting best-fit Ip models, for all considered wavelet 

scenarios. 

STAT_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180° STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180° 

  
STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ Phase 0° STAT_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ Phase 180° 

  
CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 
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CP_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 

  
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All wells CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 wells 

  
CP_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 wells CP_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells * 

  
RW_ T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All well RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells 
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RW_T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All wells RW_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All wells 

  
RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well A-05 RW_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All wells – A-04 

  

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 

 

Annex I – Resulting best-fit Ip models univariate statistics and histogram, for each wavelet 

scenario. 

STAT_T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ 
Phase 180° 

STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ 
Phase 180° 

STAT_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ 
Phase 0° 
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STAT_T: 100ms_L:100ms_ 
Phase 180° 

CP _T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All 
wells 

CP _T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G1 
wells 

   
CP _T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ G2 

wells 
CP _T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All 

wells 
CP_T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G1 

wells 

   
CP _T: 500ms_L:100ms_ G2 

wells 
CP _T: 100ms_L:100ms_ All 

wells 
CP _T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G1 

wells 
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CP _T: 100ms_L:100ms_ G2 
wells 

CP_T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All 
wells * 

RW _T: 2500ms_L:100ms_ All 
well 

   
RW _T: 500ms_L:60ms_ All 

wells 
RW _T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All 

wells 
RW _T: 500ms_L:260ms_ All 

wells 

   
RW _T: 500ms_L:100ms_ well 

A-05 
RW _T: 500ms_L:100ms_ All 

wells – A-04 
 

  

 

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 
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Annex J – Comparison between the experimental variogram models and adjusted variogram 

model, for best-fit resulting acoustic impedance models, for each wavelet scenario. 

 

Structure 1 

Vertical 
Horizontal 

major 
Horizontal 

minor 
Range 
Ratio 

Sill Range Sill Range Sill Range  

Original data (well and seismic) 0,76 6,8 0,22 805,0 0,28 1.684 2,1 

100ms_STAT_180_L:100ms 0,91 8,3 0,40 590 0,44 974 1,7 

100ms_ALLwells_CP_L:100ms 0,85 6,5 0,47 714 0,48 895 1,3 

100ms_WellsG1_L:100ms 0,87 6,0 0,50 938 0,47 1.076 1,1 

100ms_WellsG2 _CP_L:100ms 0,83 6,3 0,32 642 0,42 1.560 2,4 

500ms_STAT_ph180_L:100ms 0,92 7,9 0,48 1.000 0,47 1.080 1,1 

500_STAT_ph0_L:100ms 0,96 7,8 0,47 1.000 0,47 1.059 1,1 

500ms_ALLwells_CP_L:100ms 0,88 5,6 0,60 854 0,60 977 1,1 

500ms_ALLwells_CP_L:260ms * 0,89 4,8 0,58 565 0,63 956 1,7 

500ms_WellsG1 _CP_100ms 0,89 6,4 0,47 718 0,49 1.090 1,5 

500ms_WellsG2 _CP_100ms 0,88 5,3 0,55 623 0,55 908 1,5 

500ms_ALLwells_RW_L:60ms 0,89 6,9 0,47 628 0,45 1.010 1,6 

500ms_ALLwells_RW_L:100ms 0,90 6,8 0,47 821 0,46 939 1,1 

500ms_ALLwells_RW_L:260ms 0,93 8,5 0,44 2.295 0,40 2.699 1,2 

500ms_ALL-A04 _RW_L:100ms 0,89 5,3 0,57 498 0,55 776 1,6 

500ms_A-05 _RW_L:100ms 0,90 6,5 0,31 654 0,37 1.333 2,0 

2500ms_STAT_ph180_L:100ms 0,90 6,5 0,52 539 0,42 1.512 2,8 

2500ms_ALLwells_CP_L:100ms 0,92 8,1 0,35 616 0,40 1.288 2,1 

2500ms_WellsG1_CP_L:100ms 0,92 9,8 0,39 556 0,45 1.226 2,2 

2500ms_WellsG2 _CP_100ms 0,88 6,0 0,39 399 0,47 1.071 2,7 

2500ms_ALLwells_RW_L:100ms 0,91 8,5 0,27 596 0,37 1.259 2,1 

* Referring to an additional posterior wavelet scenario. 


